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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 3507 
THE CITY OF DANVILLE, .AMERIO.AN TELEPHONE & 
TELEGRAPH COMP ANY, WALTER L. BROWN a.11d 
· LUCY A. BROWN, his wife, Appellants, 
versus 
JAMES A. ANDERSON, STATE HIGHWAY 
COMMISSIONER OF VIRGINIA, Appellee. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL. 
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court of .Appea'ts 
of Virginia: 
Your Petitioners, The City of Danville, American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Company, Walter L. Brown, and Lney A. 
Brown, his wife, respectfully represent unto yottr Hono~s that 
they are aggrieved by a decree entered in the above styled 
cause, by the Judge of the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania. 
County on the. 24th day of May, 1948, wherein J afnes A. An-
derson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia (herein .. 
after for convenience called the Commissioner) was plaintiff, 
and your petitioners were de:f endante (hereinafter for aon-
venience called defendants) • 
. From a transcript of the record the following will appear 
as 
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THE FACTS A.ND PROCEEDINGS. 
The· only questions in issue are (1) the width of the 
2e right of way •along State Route #41 and (2) the loca-
tion of the former Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt 
Turnpike. · 
On September 1, 1947, the Commissioner filed a bill and 
petition for declaratory judgment against the City of Dan-
ville, wherein he. asked that a right Q,f way 6Q feet wide be 
declared in the. Commonwealth of Virginia along Virginia 
State RoutL#4-l;-f-ormerly the P~ania., Franklin and 
Botetourt Turnpike, i~t~lvania County, Virginia;from 
its--tlltersection with U. S. Highway #29 thence along said 
Route #41 a distance of approximately...._31&..miles n~st, 
and that the City of Danville be require"a!to move its power 
line poles '£i.,thin 30 feet of the center of said ~oad as it now 
exists. It being alleged in this petition, as the only basis 
for the alleged 60 foot right of way, that §14 Chapter 
XXXVIII (38) of the Acts of the General Assembly, passed 
September 7 ~·by its lang·uage '' be it furt11:~!' enacted, 
that the President and Directors ( of tlfrripike companies) 
shall construct bridges over all water courses crossing the 
said rbaa"where the same shall be found necessary, and shall 
~e the road and every part thereof 60 feet wide at least, 
eighToen (18) feet shall be covered with gravel or stone * * ~ 
and on each side or part so to be made and preserved, they 
shall clear out a summer road 18 feet wide * * * '' made it 
mandatory th~t all turnpikes have a 60 foot wide right of 
way (Record, p. 3) per se and that as a result all turnpikes 
operated in this State had a 60 foot wide right of way. The 
Commissioner filed various exhibits in support of his bill. 
One being a copy of Act of 1817, Exhibit A above referred to 
· and another being a copy pf an Act passed on February 
3• 29, 1938, designated as Chapter 164, *Exhibit B., "An Act 
incorporating the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt 
Turnpike Company". Paragraph two of said Act of 1838 
provided as follows: ''Be it further enacted, that when three-
fifths of $40,000 shall have been subscribed, the subscribers, 
their executors, administrators and assig-ns shall be and are 
hereby declared to be incorporated into a company, by the 
name and style of ''The Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt 
Turnpike Company", subject to the provisions of the Act 
entitled, '' An Act prescribing certain general regulations for 
the incorporation of turnpike companies'' {Act of 1817) PRO- . 
VIDED That. the company may dispense with the summer or 
side roads to their turnpike, and shall not be required to pave 
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or cov~r their· said road with stone or gravel, nor 'to clear 
the same wider than 40 feet nor to construct it of· a greater 
width ,than 18 feet on steep hills sides, and 24 feet in other 
parts, and that it shall no where exceed a grade of 4 de-
grees.'' 
Exhibits C thru Hand 1-3 being various orders appointing 
Commissioners to view the road ·and their reports on the con-
di tiou thereof-Exhibit D being the only one pertinent to· the 
width of said road * * * "and report that we fi.nd tJ1e s~id 
section of the road completed in good style not less in our 
opinion than 24 feet wide nor any place exceeding 4 degrees.'' 
None of these Exhibits are pertinent to the question of loca-
tioa · · 
On September 30th the City of Danville filed its answer 
saying· that it had purchased easements over t]Je property 
from tl1e landholders of record and that the questions raised 
by the petition were all questions of law to be decided by the 
.court. 
48 *On November 26, 1947, the deposition of J. S. Carter 
former road engineer for Pittsylvania County was taken 
on behalf of the Commissioner. ~fr. Carter states that the 
location of road in question has not been changed since 1.920. 
when he first became engineer for the county. '' Only at some 
points there the · road became very bad and tra-ffic- moved 
around a mud hole or bad place and uwidened out in some 
areas., but generally speaking, the present-:ooad bed is .the 
same location as it has been from the -fence lines and old v 
trees, it has been maintained ther~-s." He / 
also st.ates * * * '' There was alwa_ys_a_question of the exact y 
width ( of right of way) varying from 66 to J 32- feet. However, 
the county • * * we ,maintained only a 30 foot right of way,". 
and on being asked on what he based the assumption that it 
was 66 feet to 132 feet wide, replied, '' From various old in7 
habitants along the road who reported that the old turnpike 
had a 66 foot right of way and some others maintained that· 
we had a 132 foot right of way.'' , . 
On December 19, 1947, the American Telephone and Tele~ 
graph Company petitioned to be permitted as party def end-
ant (page 20 of the record) on the grounds that it had pur-
chased easements from landowners of record and bad erected 
t~lephone poles and long distance lines through this prop-
erty within the now alleged right of way and that similar con-
troversies existed between it and the Commissioner as existed 
between the City and the Commissioner and that its rights and 
interest mig·ht be prejudiced by an adjudication of the cause, 
and a]so setting o'ut in its petition, its answer to the Commis-
sioner's petition saying in part that the Commissioner's peti-
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tion was demurrable in that • * • the only ways· in this 
5• Commonwealth that rights of way could ever have 6 been 
established are (1) purchase and grant, (2) prescription, 
or (3) dedication, and that the Commissioner's petition did 
not allege any_of these and only that the Statute of 1817, su,pra, 
made. it mandatory that turnpikes rights of way be 60 feet 
wide. The answer denied that the legislature by this Act at-
tempted by mandate to create 60 foot' rights of way ~n all 
turnpikes and that by its language the Act of 1817 was a 
direction to the president and directors of the turnpike com-
panies as to the construction of turnpikes and was not manda..: 
tory as to th~m and certainly was not mandatory as to the 
landowners whose land turnpikes traversed and that if such 
a mandate were intended by tbe said statute that it would be 
patently unconstitutional as violative of both the Federal and 
the ·Commonwealth's constitutions. This answer, however, 
prayed that the Court disregard the technical deficiency in 
the bill and to declare whatever right of way that the evi-
dence demonstrated to be in the Commonwealth. 
On December 19, 1947, the court entered an order (pag~ 24 
of record) permitting the said American ·Telephone & Tele-
. graph Company to become party defendant. 
· The deposition of Charles E. Owen,. Jr.: Senior Highway 
Engineer for the Virginia Department of Highways, was 
taken on February 13, 1948, to be read in evidence on behalf 
of the Commissioner. The pertinent evidence brought out by 
this deposition is as follows : 
(1) A photostatic copy of map of the proposed Pittsylvania, 
:Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike made in 1838 and a recent 
aerial map of State Route #41, a tracing ot this map to 
6• approximately the same scale as the 1838 ~map for the 
purposes of ·comparison were i~trod~ced. (Owen ex-
hibits 1, 2, & 3.) Unfortunately the original map does not 
show the width of the right of way but the center line only 
(Record, p. 31). A comparison of these maps does however 
definitely establish that the section of State Route #41 be-
tween U. S. Highway 29 and Alternate U. S. Highway 29, a 
. distance of about one-half mile, was never a part of the Pitt-
sylvania, Franklin and. Botetourt Turnpike ( see Owen's testi-
mony, page 32 of record), but that the center line of the old 
turnpike is approximately the same as State Route #41 along 
the rest of project • • a a distance of about three miles. 
(2) A letter from an attorney for the Highway Depart-
ment, C. A. Boggess, was introduced in evidence (Owen Ex-
hibit 10, page 53 of ·the record).. This letter dated April 17, 
1931, recommended ~o the hig·h'}Va.y department that it claim 
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~ 60 foot right of way on the basis of the 1817 Act alone~ al-
though Mr .. Boggess apparently made a thorough. search of 
;all the county records and could find no evidence that such a 
right of way had ever been granted to the turnpike company 
or the.st.ate, or had been dedicated to the public or used by 
either the turnpike company or the state. · 
(3) Mr. Owen's also testified concerning certain landown- · 
ers in Rocky Mount, Virginia, who were perturbed to find that 
.an .abandoned portion of this claimed right of way ran 
.squarely through the factory of the Greer-"\Veaver Manufao-
tnring Company, the platform of the Norfolk & Western 
Depot, and a service station and lunch room on the property 
of Ira D. Culler. (See C. B. Malcolm's map dated June 21, 
1941, Owen Exhibit #4.) Subsequently these landowners 
had resolutions introduced in the legislature so that the 
1• property ~claimed by the state could be deeded to them 
for nominal consideration, which was done, so there would 
not be this cloud on their title. (Owen Exhibits 6, 8, and 9; 
Owen Exhibit 7 being Norfolk & Western 's map dated J anu-
ary, 1942, same as Malcolm's.) 
On April 1, 1948, Walter.L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown peti-
tioned the court to be made parties defendant, to the proceed-
ing (page 60 of the record) setting out that they were owners 
of land fronting on said Route #41 and that the Commis-
sioner's claim to a 60 foot rig·ht of way if sustained would 
deprive them of valuable property which they and their pre-
decessors in title had continuously claimed and· occupied and 
that neither they nor their predecessors in title had ever con-
veyed or dedicated the claimed property to the State of Vir-
ginia nor to the turnpike company and that neither the State 
nor the turnpike had ever used more than a 24 foot wide road, 
and that the only right of way that the State could have was 
one 24 feet wide by virtue of user or 30 feet by virtue of a 
Virginia statute ( Code §2039· (32)) which provides that roads 
• • 
8 
''in the absence of proof to the contrary~ the width shall 
be presumed to be 30 feet.'' 
This petition was o,bjected to by the Commissioner (page 
62 of the record) on the grounds that there was no controversy 
between the Commissioner and the said Walter L. and Lucv A. 
Brown, and that Code §1969j ( 4) provides for eminenf do-
. main proceedings in such cases. The court overruled the ob-
jections and Walter L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown were per-
mitted to intervene as parties defendant .. (Decree.; page 78 
of record.) 
The defendants then :filed their only exhibits, one thrn 
s• six being •photographs taken along the road in question 
showing huge original growth trees, old wells and build-
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ings well within the rig·ht of way claimed by the Commissioner 
and a map made hr the Department Highways of Virginia 
and approved June 12, 1946, showing all of the various build-
ings, trees and other improvements within the alleged right 
~w~ . ~ 
On May 12, 1948, the court filed its Memo of Decision (page 
65 of record). The court reviews the pleadings and exhibits 
and ·states on page 69 of the record (last paragraph) that it 
does not appear that the turnpike company or the Common-
wealth ever used more than 30 feet along the road in question 
and then on pages 70 and 71 the. court reviews the evidence 
and first states that "Mr. Owen·throws no light on the width 
of the road actually used. Neither do the exhibits filed by 
him, except 'D' (24. feet) above quoted." Then. the court 
reviews Mr. Carter's testimony-''There was al~vays a ques-
tion as to the exact width varying from 66 feet to 132 feet. 
However the county, we maintained only a 30 foot right of 
way.'' 
'' This question was asked Mr. Carter, 'On what did you 
base your assumption that it was.66 feet or over¥' '' 
'' To this he answered·' From various old inhabitants along 
the road who reported that the old turnpike had a 66 foot 
right of way .and some others maintained that we had a 132 
foot right of way.' '' 
Then the court states that no statement of witnesses and 
no other exhibit filed deal in any way with the width of the 
actual right of way aand then prefaces its opinion that the 
State owns an .easement 60 feet wide by stating on page 71 
of the record '' now~ in light of the proof in this case • * • '' 
9* ~".The court ther~fore was of the opinion that the State 
had· a 60 foot right of way and on May 24, 1948, entered· 
a decree that the Commonwealth of Virginia is entitled to and 
is vested with an easement along said road of a width of 60 
feet from the intersection of R.oute #41, Project 1023-D of 
the Department of Highways, for a distance of approximately 
3~ miles in a northwest direction from the intersection of 
Route #29 and Route #41 in Pittsylvania County." (Pirn·e 
79 of the record), to which decree all the defendants excepted. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS. 
1. The defendants assign as the first error of the chan-
cellor's decree of a 60 foot right of way along that portion of 
Project 1023-D, State Route #41 between its intersection 
with U. S. Highway ~ and its intersection with Alternate 
I I I , 
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U. S. Highway #·29. This error was obviously inad~,ten~ 
as the Commissioner's own witness, l\fr. Charles E. O~ent 
Senior Highway Engineer, te_stifiecl (page 3·2 of record.) ;tba~ 
thla paxtion of f?tate. Route #41, Project 1023-D, was never r"'~~ 
a part of~the old Pittsylvania, Franklin & Botetourt TmrnpJke ~~~ 
and cursory examination of· tlie- maps introduced Instantly 
reveal~ that this part of the project was never a part 'OI old r~ \0 
turnpike and the only eviden~e of the right of way h~~f;t_is 
Mr. Carter's statement (pag·e 17 of the record)· "How~ver 
the county-we maintained only a 30 foot right of way. 'J~ ,·.r. · 
2. The court erred in reciting rumor and hearsay as.~evi-
dence. Mr. Carter's statement that several old,~ an-
10* habitants had told him the 8 turnpike had a 66 foot l'lght 
of way and others had said' it was 132 feet. Mr. Carter 
does not say who these persons were and there is certainly 
nothing in the evidence or pleadings in regard to a 66 foot 
or 132 foot right of way.' This statement can ~ertainly not 
be considered as other than rumor·and irrelevant to the issue. 
It was manifestly error for the court to consid~r it in its 
opinion and base its opinion on this statement as proof of a 
60 foot right of way. Court's opinion, page 71 of the record.) 
3. This petitioner contends that the court erred in its quo-
tation of General Turnpike Act of September 7, 1817, Chapter 
38 of the Acts of General Assembly of 1817 and consequently 
erred in its interpretation of this statute. The court states 
in its d~of the record) that this act "required 
all ~urn pike compa~ies organized to s~ a right o! · Way 
for its road 'to be m every part thereof, sixty feet wide. at 
least.' " This act no where uses the words-right of ,;way 
or the expression '' to be in every. patl..ther&QfJi.Qf~Lwide. at 
least." This act states that the prc·sident and board of~ di- ~ 
rectors shall aonstruct bridges where needed and shall make [::,' 
the road 60 feet wide with the center of 18 feet to .be eon- ~ ~ 
structed and paved with gravel and two 18 foot wide roads ~ 
on either side for summer or side roads. ( §14 of said Aet.) 
Tl1is is a direction as to how the co~tion was to be do~ ~ 
and was not intended in any way to prejudice the rights' bf ~ 
landowners by taking their property without due process· of..c.{ 
law and without compensation. · ~-~-~ 
· It was error for the court to consider tlµs act as affecting . ./ 
the rights of the parties hereto. 
11'"' *4. The court erred in presuming that the property1 
owners granted the 60 foot widaeasement and that the· J 
building of the road c~mstituted an ~p±al!.£..e (page 74 of. ~1 
the record), since all the presumptions of law are in favor of ·. 
those in possession of the land and the only presumption that 
could be indulged in under the facts is that the turnpike com-
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pany had granted the landownei;s on either side of the 24 foot 
road any·property rights that were ever acquired by the turn-
pike company to any of this property. ( See argument con-
cerning adverse possession post.) 
5. The chancellor further erred in concluding that if the 
tum pike company ever acquired the 60 foot easement that 
"it follows that the county later acquired it.'' (Memo of De-
cision, page 75 of the record, 1st paragraph.) While the 
chancellor may be correct in his statement that the Statute of 
Limitations does not run against the State, there is nothing 
in the law that gives this immunity to turnpike companies and 
it follows that even though it could be proved that the Pittsyl-
vania, Franklin & Botetourt Turnpike Company acquired the 
60 foot right of way it is conclusively shown by the evidence 
that the turnpike company never used over 24 feet of this 
right of way (Memo of Decision, l~st paragraph, page 69 of 
the record) and that landowners along the road have always 
occupied and claimed it openly and notoriously against all 
others and had long since acquired tjtle by adverse posses-
sion before the county· took possession and maintenance of 
the turnpike company road. 
•ARGUMENT. 
Introduction. 
The State Highway Commissioner seeks in this action to 
establish a 60 foot wide right of way along State Route #41, 
where it traverses th_e same route as the old Pittsylvania, 
Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike. 
I~ is not apparent from the bill or argument of the Com-
missioner on what theory .he is proceeding to establish this 
easement, nor is it clear from the decree on what principles 
of law it is based. It is well established in our law that 
yublic ways may be created only by either: (l)_gunt; (2) V ~~~scri,ption; (3) ded~ation and acceptance; and., of course, 
( 4) condemnation. See City of Richmond v. Poe, 24 Gratt. 
149. 
Non<' of these are alleged in the bill and there is not any 
evidence of any grant, dedication or acceptance or condem-
nation along the road in question. A use of the road for 
many years is shown to the extent of approximately 24 feet 
in width. There is no evidence of any use of any greater 
~dth and photogr~p~s taken along the road showing origi. 
nal growth trees w1thm three feet of the present 15 feet wide 
hard surface show conclusively that the prescriptive right 
could not exceed 24 feet in width. -
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The Commissioner and the Chancellor rely entirely on the 
Gen~ral Turnpike Company Act of 1817 and the Special Act 
of 1838 incorporating the Pittsylvania, Franklin and :JJote-
tourt Turnpike Company. 
While the defendants contend that their interpretation of . / 
these statutes is entir~us, they do not believe V 
ra• . that any statute can •ip$o_fa.ct~i:e.at.e'"-.a_public or pri-
vate easement in this state. 
Exactly the same question as here involved-namely tho 
width of an old turnpike's right of way was decided ip the 
case of Board of Supervisors of Tazewell Oounty v. Norfolk 
&J Western Railway Comp®y, 119 Va. 763, 91 S. E. 124, 
which held that statutes could not of themselY.es ___ est.abUsh,_ 
locate, or fix the ~- of such roads, and width of such 
roads is measured by the ~~t of tbe J1§e and cannot be 
broader than the use. · ~ · 
It is, the ref ore, the contention of the defendants that the 
width of this road is 24 feet, as has been shown by the evi-
dence to be the maximum u·se. 
Burden of Proof. 
The Commissioner brought this suit asking that the Court 
declare that the Commonwealth owned a 60 fodt wide right · 
of way, and no citation of authority is needed for the general 
proposition that he, who, alleges must prove, but since the 
-chancellor indulged in the presumption that there has been 
:a grant of a 60 foot easement., and an acceptance thereof by 
the turnpike company, it is necessary to cite authority· to 
the con~rary: 
"It may be said to be the general rule that a person is in 
the possession of real estate, exercising the rights of owner-
ship and performing acts of dominion, creates a refutable 
· presumption that he is invested with some right or title in 
the premises, which in the absence of' evidence to the con- -" 
trary, the law will assume to be correct. In other words, 
long continued possession and use · of real property 
14• create *a presµmption of lawful origin. .As said in 
many cases, possession of real property is prima f acie 
-evidence of ownership.'' I 20 Am. J ur. 230, Evidence, §235. Qt It is, therefore, well established that the defendants, being in 
possession of the land claimed by the Commissioner, and their 
antecedents in title having admittedly occupied and 11sed the 
land claimed; are presumed to own the land. The defendants 
know of no rule of law or authority that could sustain· the 
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presumption that they or their antecedents i,n title· granted 
this land to anybody . 
. Insofar as the law is concerned in regard to dedication to 
and acceptance for public use is concerned, the City of Staun-
ton v . .Augusta Corppration, 169 Va. 424, 193 S. E. 695, has 
settled the law for this state. '' Since we know that individual 
owners of property are not apt to transfer it to the ~om-
munity or subject 'it to public servitude without just compen-
sation, the burden of proof -to establish dedication is upon 
the party alleging it * "" •.'' In order for the City to sustain 
its claim to this property by dedication there must be proof 
9f an intent on the part of the owner to dedicate the property,. 
and proof of acceptance of such dedication by the City's exer-
cise of jurisdiction and dominion over it. The burden of 
~roving both of ·these elements was on the City. 
n1n the first place we think that the. preponderance of the-
. evidence does not show the necessary intent to dedicate the 
property to public use • • t.t. · 
•"Neither do we think that the City showed with the-
15" necessary clarity of proof that it had ever accepted this: 
strip of property and exercised jurisdiction and dominion 
over it as one of its streets." It was, therefore, manifest 
error for the court to indulge in the presumption that '' the 
property owners granted the easement'' and that ''the build-
ing of the road is an acceptance of the easement''. 
STATUTES INVOLVED. 
· §14 of the General Turnpike Company, Act of 1817, pro-
vides in part, "Be it.further enacted, that the President anrl 
directors shall co~ bridges over all water courses cross-
ing the said road, where the same shall be found neeessary and 
shall malce the said road in every part thereof 60 feet wide 
at leasteighteen feet of which shall be c_overed with gravel 
or stone where necessary, and at all tilllles kept firm and 
smooth, free from all mud holes, ruts and other obstructions~ 
and in all respects fit for heavy laden wagons, and of other 
earriages ; and,. on each side of the · part so made and pre-
served they shall clear out a sumll!er road 18 feet wide • • • '' .. 
This is the only place in the entire Act to mention width .. 
It makes no mention of the acquisition of property rights and 
is entirely a direction to the President and board as to how 
the road is to be co~structed. ''The International Dictionary 
defines the word "make'.' as meaning to form o,f materials:, 
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to construct or fabricate.· "When used with reference 
me: to streets it is synonymous with build".· Morse v. City 
of Westport, 110 Mo. 502, 19 S. W. 831. ''It is a general 
rule of statutory contruction that words of a statute will be 
interpreted in their ordinaJ:.y acceptation and significance and 
the meaning co·mmonly attributed to them." 50 Am. Jr. 228 
(Statutes Sec. 238). If we- indulge in the presumption .t)lat 
this law was complied with the road must of necessity h~ve 
been cleared 54..feet in order to permit the construction of ;:t}i.e 
three roads called for and this presumption is very effectively 
overcome by the evidence introduced in the case. The de-
fendants' exhibits show original growth trees standing well 
within the margins of this 54 fe_et and the Report of Com-
missioners dated September 11, 1839, 35 Ct. Record 135 (page 
10 of the record) states that the road as actually constructed 
was 24 feet wide. 
In Buchanan v. James, et al., 130 Ga.· 546, 61 So. E. -125, 
where state statute required that all roads pe at least 30 
feet w.ide and one of the witnesses for the county, a land-
owner, stated when his damages were assessed that he ''.had 
no under~tanding the county was getting less than 30 .feet; 
his understanding being that they were layi~g out a·.road 
through this section of the full width of roads, and th~re was 
no agreement of any sort that the road right of way was to be 
only 20 feet in width", the court says, "If the road commis-
sioners marked out a road 20 feet wide through t_h~ plaintiff's 
premises, then the width of the road as defined by the road 
commissioners at this particular point was its width as estab-
ished * * * . The county had no right to appropriate the' 
plaintiff's *land without first acquiring a right thereto 
17* in the man~er provided by law". 
However the reason this law was not complied with 
is apparent. . 
This Act of 1817 provides in §1 '' • • • the following gen-
eral provisions shall be deemed and taken to be a part of 
the said charter or act of incorporation, to the same effect 
as if the same were expressly re-enacted in reference to any 
such charter or act, except so far as such special grant, cha1·-
ter or act may otherwise expressly vrovidf3 • * ~ ", and the 
special act of 1~38 incorporating the Pittsylvania Botetourt 
and Franklin Turnpike Company provides in· part in Section 
2, "Be it further enacted that when three-fourths of $40,000 
shall have ben subscribed, the subscribers, their executors, ad-
ministrators and assigns shall be and are hereby declared to 
be incorporated into a company, by the name and style of 
." The Pittsylvania Franklin & Botetourt Turnpik~ Company", 
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subject to the provisions of the Act, entitled, '' An Act pre-
scribing certain general regulations for the incorporation· of 
turnpike companies", provided that the company may dis-
pense with a summer or side road to their turnpike, and shall 
not be required to pave or cover their soil road with stone or 
gravel, nor to clear the same wider than 40 feet, nor to con- , 
struct it of a g-reater width than 18 feet on steep hillsides 
and 24 feet in other parts, and that it shall nowhere exceed a 
grade of 4 degrees''. 
It is quite apparent that the original act contemplated 
special legislation and p_rovided that the special act was to 
control where inconsistent with the original act, and that 
this provision in the special act of 1838 controls the general 
act of 1817 where it is *inconsistent therewith. Cer-1s• tainly the only inconsistency between the special proviso 
of §2 of the Act of 1838 and the Act of, 1817 is with 
§14 of that Act. It is obvious, therefore, that §14 of the gen-
eral law of 1817 was superseded and repealed by §2 of the later 
special Act. 
It is, of course, the general rule that where two statutes 
are in conflict the earlier act yields to the later statute which 
i.s controlling. 50 .Am. J ur. 548 (Statutes 543) also "as a 
general rule, however, ge11~ral or broad statutory protjsions 
do not control, modify, limit, affect, or mterfere with special 
or specific provisions. To the cqntrary, to the extent of any 
irreconcilable conflict the special or specific provision modi-. 
:fies, qualifies, limits, restricts, excludes, supersedes, controls 
and prevails over the general or broad provision, which ac-
cordingly must yield to the special ·or specific provision''. 
50 Am. Jur. 562 (Statutes §561). §14 of the Act of 1817 
having been so superseded by §2 of the Act of 1838 it is only 
necessary to consider §2 of the later Act which provides that · 
the road need not be constructed wider than 24 feet nor cleared 
'W'Uler than 40 feet. This language does not state any mini-
mum width for clearing or constru~ting the road. It is ap-
parent from the evidence, however, that the turnpike was 
actually constructed to a width of only about 24 feet. The 
photographic exhibits of the defendants show original growth 
trees within ten (10) feet of the center of the present. hard 
surface road (which center it is agreed is the same as the old 
turnpike) and the Commissioners reported that the road 
was 25 feet wide. (Plaintiff's exhibit D, at page 10 of the 
Record.) 
19• •n has been established in Virginia that these statutes 
have no effect on the rights of the parties hereto. The 
case of·Richlands Kentucky Turnpike the court holds, "We 
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are of the opinion that the Acts in question did not of them-
selves establish or locate the turnpike or public roads contem-
plated thereby, ~or did they fix the width of such roads'' (p. 
768, 119 Va.). Supervisors v. N. ~ W. Ry. Co., 119 Va. 793, 
91 S. E. 124. 
Certainly these statutes are not evidence of any sort of 
grant, nor of dedication or acceptance having both been passed 
before the road was built or used at all. In Gaines v.·Merry-
man, 95 Va. 660, 29 S. E. 738, · the court says, '' It would be 
a dangerQ.US_decision for us to declare, as _ _w.e are ~d 
to do by the appellees that the effect-of-these ..s.tatuteS-Was-te 
establish as public highways all roads that can be show to a.-:--
hav,.e bee m pubhc use at the date of their passage, and 
then apply the well established rule which they invoke that 
once a highway always a highway, unless its abandonment as 
such can be established. 
''Nor can we presume a..dedication or acoeptance merely be-
cause records have ben lost or destroyed. The destruction 
or loss of public records gives warrant to no such presump-
tion.'' 
It is, therefore, established by ample precedent in this ·state 
that these statutes do not establish the location or width 
of any of the roads and certainly they were not so intended. 
Any interpretation that they do would of- necessity affect in-
terests in private property without compensation and would, 
therefore, be violative of both the state and federal consti-
tution. 
20* *The Act of ~· further establishes elaborate . .me.thods 
· for the cond~mnatliUl and purchase of easeroents-that 
would be ne·cessary to establish the turnpikes. It is not al-
leged nor is it shown that the Turnpike Company ever pur-
chased any right of way along that part of State Route No. 
41 now in question. ,./ 
DEDICATION AND ACCEPTANCE. r 'I 
The Pittsylvania, Botetourt and Franklin Turnpike was a 
private corporation in the nature of a pubJic utj]jty such as a 
railroad. It was not a free road and only those who paid the 
tolls bad the use thereof. It is the contention of the defend-
ants that there can be no dedication of right of way to private 
corporations in this state. (The Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania is the only jurisdiction in this country to the contrary.) 
The rational of this contention is brought into sharpest focus 
by the lack of compet~nt public authority to accept dedi-
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cation t a private corporation. See Commonwealth v. Kelly,. 
8 Gratt 632 . 
. ''The vesting of his rights and the rights· of the public in: 
Third treet was conditional, the condition l?eing the accept-
ance of the street by the county or city: Neither the county 
nor the city having accepted Third Street, the condition has 
never een performed and Third Street has never become 
a publi highway!" -Genhiemer v. The Crystal Land Com-
pany, 1 5 Va. 134, 154 S. E. 439, and see Magee v. Oma,nsky.,. 
187 ;v a. 422, 46. S. E. ( 2d) 443. 
~vt~ 
21 • •n follows that~ dedicatjgn, of this road could have 
b en made :Until af~r it was abaii.doned by tlili turnpike 
compa and taken over by the county. 
How ver the evidence fails to show a dedication to or ac-
ceptan e by the public at any time of any right of way. 
\Cf't-.t" '' To constitute dedication there must be an intention to 
·r' ... "~Y'( approp iate the land for the use and benefit of the public. The-
/ intenti n · to appropriate the animus dedicandi, is. the vital 
princip e of the doctrine of dedication. · 
'' Th Acts and dedications .of the landowner indicating 
· such i .ention, must be unmistakable in their purpose, and 
. decisiv in their character, to have that effect ~ * * 
~~ ~ ~In iN:ler for the city to sustain its claiin to this property 
\i"~ by ded· ation the're must be proof of an intent on the part of 
p-bi\ the ow er to dedicate. the property, and proof of the accept-
ance o such dedication by the city's exercise of jurisdiction 
and do inion over it. The burden of proving b.oth of tbesc-
elemen s w~n t}.1~ ty. * • >11 • • 
,_ae,, ~-'\De ication bemg an exceptional and peculiar mode oi 
,-eu passin title to interest in land, the proof thereof must be 
full an clear and the acts proved, which it is claimed consti-
tute d ication, miist b.e inconsistent with miy constrnr:tion 
other t ian that of dedicatiop, • 8 ' '' 
City of ~tawnton v . .Aitgusta Gor.p., 169 Va. 428, 193 S .. E. 
695. S e also City of Richmond v. F:oe, 24 Gratt. 149. 
Orig nally it was the law in this state that the acceptance-
of the edication could only be proved by i·ecord of public ac-
tion. ommonwealth v. Kelly, B Gratt. 632, and was still the 
law in· 1905 wheri Terry v. McGlung, 104 Va. 599, was de-
ci ed. , 
· 22" ·There is not in · the entire record .any indication. of' . 
t e intent of any landowner at anytime to dedicate any 
of his and for public use, and every evidence that the land-
. 
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owners could not have intended a dedication 60 feet ,:wide 
since they have continuously used and cultivated this laI\d to 
within a few feet of the present hard surface and have erected . 
thereon permanent improvements, including their homes ( see 
Defendants' Exhibits 1 through 6). Neither is there anything 
in the record to show that it was accepted as a free public 
highway by the county court. It has, of course, in recent 
years been maintained to a width of 24 feet by the county 
and state which under modern authority would be sufficient 
evidence to constitute acceptance but certainly evidence of 
acceptance of only 24 feet. 
''Neither do we think that the city showed with the necessary 
clarity of proof that it had ever accepted this strip of prop-
erty and exercised jurisdiction and dominion over it as one 
of its streets. There is no proof that the city ever expended 
any money on it, and there is positive evidence that it wa.s un-
successful in its efforts to prevent the use of the property for 
the private purpose of the occupants of the premises.''. City 
of 8tmmton, supra,· 169 Va.. 424, 193 S. E. 69) hf 1 
23• . * Prescription. . 
There· being no evidence of express grant, dedication or 
acceptance or condemnation concerning the road· in dispute, 
the only right that could ever have been established either by 
the turnpike company or the public is by prescription, which 
fits the facts of the case to a tee. Prescription can establish 
private rights as well as public rights. 
A fictional device is employed known as the doctrine of lost 
grant whereby it is assumed that an easement which J1as been 
used for the prescriptive period commenced by grant of. the 
easement-that is-actually used. The use must have been 
notorious, exclusive and uninterrupted for the statutory pe-
riod. See Ribble 's Minor on Real Property, Vol. 2, page 1261 
also Keppler v. City of Richmond, 124 Va. 592, 98 S. E. 747. 
In this case this road was built aiid operated by the Turn-
pike Company for much longer than the prescriptive period. 
There can be no question that there was established an ease-
mcmt by prescription in this company to which the public fell 
heir on t]ie abandonment by the Turnpike Company. 
This prescriptive rig·ht is the only right shown by th.e rec,. 
ord to exist adverse to landowners whose land this road 
traverses, and it is well established that prescriptive rights 
extend. only to so much of the property as is actually used 
adversely to the title holders .of rooord. 
The Court says in the Si1pervisors case, supra, 119 Va., 
page 773: 
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'' t then was the width of the right of way of the road 
in cont oversy acquired by prescription by such user before 
t e removal of any part of it by the railway company¥ 
24• *"In Colillmbia v. Robinson, 180 U. S. 9:2, 21 Sup. Ct 
2 3, 45 L. Ed. '440, the Supreme Court said: 'Rely-
ing for right of way on use, the right could not extend be-
yond t e use. Or, as it has been expressed, '' if the right of 
way de ends solely. upon user., then the width of the way and 
the ext nt of servitude is measured by the character of the 
user, f ·r the easement cannot be broader than the user".' " · 
To t e same· effect are the following authorities: Board 
of Su ervisors Prince 'William Coutity v. Manuel, 118 Va. 
716, 88 S. E. 54; .Arndt v. Thomas, 93 Minn. 1, 100 N. '\V. 578, 
106 . St. Rep. 418, 2 Ann. Oas. 972; Scheimer v. Price, 
65 Mic . 638, 32 N~ W. 875; Anderson v. Huntington, 40 Ind. 
App. 1 .0, 81 ~. E. 223; Davis v. Bona,parte, 137 Iowa 196, 
114 N. . 996. 
Adverse Possession. 
If th re were proof in the record that tl1e Turnpike Com-
pany rchased -or condemned a 60 foot wide right of way, 
there an be no question that all but 24 feet' of this width 
haa lo g since been lost to adjacent property ·Owners by ad-
verse . ossession. \Ve repeat that turnpike companies were 
priva corporations in which persons invested· their money 
in ex.P ctation of profit, essentially analogous to railroacls 
·· and ot er utilities. There is nothing in either the Act of 
1817 o the Act of 1838, or under general law which gives 
them ny immunity against the running· of the statute of 
limitat ons. "There is nothing in the language of tl1e acts 
o incorporation and the grants of the franchises of the 
25• ockville d!; Washin,qton °T1trnpike Com,pany to ·pre-
v nt the running- of limitations against the company in 
favor f a claimant by adverse possession to a portion of 
the ro d between the boundary of the City of Washington 
and th boundary of the District of Columbia.'' Headnote 
to Dis rict of Colu1mbia v. Kraitse, 11 App.iJ). C. 398. 
The ourt says in the final paragraph of *s. opinion "The 
real Q estion presented by t11e record 'then resolves itself 
into t is: Did tbe Statute of Limitations run against the 
privat corporation Y "\Ve think there is nothing in the Acts 
of inc rporation and the grants of franchises tl1at it would 
take t. e case out of the rule applied in all such cases. The 
Charg of the Court was clearly right under tl1e evidence of 
the ca e and the verdict follows as a matter of course. The 
judgm nt must, the ref ore, be affirmed with costs.'' 
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The same reasoning has been applied in the case of Lo'11.4si-
ana Highway Commissioner v. Raxdale, decided February 
1, 1943, 12 So. (2nd) 631, where the highway commissioner 
claimed title to a strip of land adjacent to a street in the 
Town of Alexandria, Louisiana that bad ·,been conveyed by 
deed of record to the City for use as a· street but never 
used as such. The Co!trt says in this case : 
"The fact that a municipal corporation is a creature of 
and in soipe respects the agent of the state in the exercise 
-of governmental functions, does not elevate such a corpora-
tion to the same status as the state enjoys with respect to 
t:µe running of prescription ag·ainst it. ,* * * the constitution 
does not provide, nor does any statute of this state provide, 
that pres.cription shall not run against a municipal corpora-
tion. * «: "" the only exception established by l~w has 
26* reference to the status of their *property or the nature 
of their title • * * it follows that public places cannot 
be acquired by prescription. 
'' Does property once owned by a municipality but which 
was never dedicated to public use, nor used by the public for 
over half a century, and has been, to all intents and pur-
poses, abandoned for public use, take on the character of 
alienability and become subject to ownership by any method 
· fixed bv law? And these are the facts before us. 
"The fact that the adverse possessors have been the ven-
dor of the city and his heirs, does not. alter the situation, nor 
uni avorably affect the running of prescription in their 
:favor.** * 
"For the reasons herein assigned the judgment appealed 
from is annulled, voided and set aside, and there is now judg-
ment in favor of the defendants Sidney l\f. Raxdale, Mary M. 
Raxdale, Frank M. Raxdale; Majors and Edwards M. Rax-
dale .• miuor, and against the plaintiff, Louisiana, Highway 
Commissioner, sustaining the plea of prescription for over 
30 years * * *." 
To the same effect see City of Richmond v. Poe, supra, at 
page 160, 24 Ora tt., and last paragraph, 1st column,· page 67 
of Virg'inia Reports. annotated, Vol, 65. 
In the instant case the record discloses and it it is admitted 
by the Commissioner that the landowners adjacent to this 
road have occupied and claimed this property openly and 
notoriously, continuously since it was first established with 
a ":idth of 24 feet in 1839. They ha.ve cultivated the land, 
built their homes on it, dug wells in it and have in every way 
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possess d it as their own and no atto.rney passing on the titles 
to this roperty has ever .considered any such cloud as is now 
. claimed by the Commissioner of highways. 
21~ •CONCLUSION. 
For 1e reasons stated your petitioners, the City of Dan-
ville th American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a~d 
~alter L. and Lucy A. Brown, the defendants in the tria:I 
court s bmit that the right of way existing in the Common-
wealth f Virginia in and to· State Route No. 41 alo'ug Project 
1023-D-· s 24 feet wide for the reasons stated. 
PRAYER. 
Your petitioners therefore pray. that the decree of the Chan:-. 
cellor e tered on the 24th day of May, 1948, be reversed with 
a deer by this Honorable Cour,t declaring· a 24 foot wide 
right o way existing in the Commonwealth of Virginia in and 
to Stat .Routa 41, Project 1003-D. 
Coun el for the petitioners desire to state orally the r.easons-
for a r view of the decision complained of, and in the event 
an app al is granted they will adopt this petition as their 
brief. · 
Petit oners aver that a copy of this petition for appeal was 
on the 1th day of September., 1948, delivered to Langhorne 
Jones, ounsel for James A. Anderson, State Highway Com-
missio er in the trial court. 
THE CITY OF DANVILLE, 
a municipal corporation and 
Director of Water, Gas and Electric De-
partment of Danville, · 
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELE-
GRAPH COMPANY,, a corporation,, 
WALTER L. BROWN and 
LUCY A. BROWN, 
By F .. H. CONWAY,. 
""for Crews & Clement, Counsel for the 
City of Danville, 
Director of Water, Gas & Electric De-
partment and 
American Telephone and Telegraph Com._ 
pany, and 
EDWIN B. MEADE, 
for Meade and Talbott,. Counsel for Wal-
ter L~ Brown and Lucy A. Brown .. 
\_ 
..... 
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The undersigned attorneys at law practicing· in the; ·su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia, hereby certify that in 
their opinion this case should be reviewed by the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Dated at Danville this the 11th day of September, 1948. 
Received September 13, 1948. 
F. H. CONWAY, 
EDvVIN B. ~EAl)E. 
· M. B. W ATTS0 Clerk. 
Nov. 17, 1948. Appeal awarded by the court. Bond $800 . 
. ,· 
I I\{. B. w. . .. 
RECORD 
·VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Judge of the Circuit Court of Pittsyl-
vania County, at the Courthouse thereof, on .Monday- 1the 
24th day of May, 1948. 
.. 
Be it reip.embered that on the 1st day of September, 1947, 
came James A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner 01 
Virginia, and filed his Bill and Petition for Declaratory Judg-
ment in the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County against The 
City of Danville, in the followjng words and figures, to-wit:· 
In the Circuit Court of Pittsylvanta County, Virginia. 
Jame~ A· Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Vir-
g1ma 
'l). 
The City of Danville 
• I 
BILL AND PETITION FOR DECLAR.ATORY 
JUDGMENT. 
To the Honorable_ Kennon C. Whittle, Judge:-
y our petitioner and complainant, James A. Anderson, State 
Highway Commissioner of Virginia, acting by and through 
authority vested in him by laws of the Commonwealth of Vir-
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ginia, les this bill and petition praying for a declaratory 
judgm nt, under Virginia Code Section 6140a and other acts 
amend tory thereto on account of certain controversies in-
volvin the right to real estate or an easement over real es-
tate b ween the Commonwealth of Virginia, and the City of 
Danvi e., and alleges as follows: 
p~ge ~ That James A. Anderson is the duly appointed, 
constituted and acting State Highway Commis-
sioner f Virginia, and as such is entitled to bring this suit,on 
behalf of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
Tha it has been deemed advisable by the State Highway 
Depar ment of Virginia to construct, re-construct, improve, 
widen, and maintain a certain part of the State Highway sys-
tem d signated as Route #41, and designated as Project 
1023-D by the Department of Highways, being approximately 
% mil s Northwest of the City of Danville, which road is a 
part o the State Highway system and is commonly referred 
toast e Danville-Franklin Turnpike, which road and tbe part 
propo ed to be re-constructed, repaired, and maintain com-
mence at a point near the intersection of what is commonly· 
known as State Route #29 and intersects with Route #41 
and ru s for a distance of approximately 3% miles Northwest. 
Tha tl1e said road and every part thereof is a part of a 
1.>arcel of a road which was constructed and operated by The 
Pittsy ania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company, a 
corpor tion chartered under the laws of the Commonwealth 
of Vir "nia by an act of the General Assembly passed on Feb-
ruary 0, 1838, which said Act and Charter of the said Com-
pany rovided that the same would be subject to the provi-
sions the act entitled '' An Act Prescribing Certain General 
Regul tions of the Incorporation of Turnpike Companies.'' 
A cop of which said Charter and Act of the General Assem-
. bly pa sed on February 20, 1838, and designated as Chapter 
No. 16 of the Acts of General Assembly of 1838 is filed here-
with a a part of this petition and hill and ·marked Exhibit 
''A". 
page ~ That by an act of the General Assembly of Vir-
ginia passed on September 7, 1817 designated as 
Chapt r XXXVIII (38) of the Acts of the General Assembly 
of 181 entitled '' An Act Prescribing Certain General Regu-
lations of: Incorporation of Turnpike Companies'', and pro-
vides 'that whenever it may be deemed expedient for the 
Gener 1 Assembly to grant a Charter for the Incorporation 
of a c mpany to make a turnpike road,, and an act shall act-
µally ass the General Assembly for such purpose, the follow-
ing ge eral provision. shall be deemed and -taken to be a part 
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of said Chapter or Acts of Incorporation, to the same effect 
.as if the same were expressly re-enacted in reference to any 
.such Charter or Act.'' A copy of which said Act passed Sep-
tember 7, 1817 is filed with this petition and bill marked Ex-
hibit "B" and asked to be read as a part hereof. 
That Section 14 of said Act ( on Page 5 of the Exhibit) pro-
vides "be it further enacted, that the President and Directors 
shall construct bridges over all water courses crossing the 
said road where the same shall be found necessary, and shall 
make the road and every part thereof 60 feet wide at least 
eighteen (18) feet of which shall be covered with gravel or 
stone where necessary, and at all times kept firm and smooth, 
etc. * * *' 'and on each side or part so to be made and pre-
-served, they shall clear out a summer road 18 feet wide and 
keep the same always in good repair, etc. * * """. 
That it is alleged and contended by your petitioner and 
complainant that the .act of 1817 is mandatory; that all turn-
pike companies should have a rig·ht of way of at least 60 feet 
al tl10ugh in some instances the Legislature had a right to 
provide what portion of said road should actually be worked 
and cleared and that the act of 1838, filed as Exhibit "A'' in-
corporating the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Bote-
page 4 } tourt Turnpike Company permitted the Company to 
dispense with the summer or side roads and were 
not required to pave or cover the road with stone or gravel 
:and were not required to clear the same wider than 40 feet 
yet it did not change the general law making it mandatory 
that the 'road be 60 feet at ieast wide. 
That the said road was actually constructed by the Pittsyl-
vania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company, as shown 
by the records in the Clerk's· Office of your Honor's Court, 
which are as follows: 
1. By an order of the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County 
Virginia, entered on July 15, 1839, recorded in Court Record 
35, page 92, Commisisoners were directed and ordered to ex-
amine the first section of 5 miles of road laid out by the Pitt-
sylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company com-
mClncing near the North end of the Danville toll bridge and 
report .. to the Court the condition thereof. A copy of said 
Orrler being filed herewith and marked Exhibit ''0". 
That the said Commissioners so appointed to examine the 
si1id first section of 5 miles, reported to the Court that they · 
viewed the said road on September 11 and found the first 
Section of 5 miles of the said Turnpike Company. in good 
style and on said date the Judge of the Circuit Court decreed 
that said section has been completed-in the manner prescribed 
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by the cts of General Assembly. A copy of said report be-
in~ rec rded in Court Record Book 35, page 135, and a copy 
bemg fi ed herewith and marked Exhibit "D". . 
2. T at by an order of the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania 
County. Virginia, entered on November 19, 1839, directing 
Commi sioners to examine the second section of 5 miles of 
the roa laid out by the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt 
Turnpike Company, which order is recorded in 
page 5 } Court Record 35, page 184, a copy of which is filed 
herewith and marked Exhibit "E". 
And hich said. report was received by the Court and filed 
in the Clerk's Office on February 17, 1840, as shown by a 
Court rder in dourt Record 35, Page 225, a copy of which 
order i filed herewith and marked Exhibit "F ". 
3. T at by an order of May 18, 1840, the court appointed 
commi sioners to examine the third and· fourth sections of 5 
miles e ch of the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turn-
pike C mpany and report their findings to the court. A copy · 
of whi .h order is filed herewith and marked Exhibit ''G",. 
and m y be found in Court Record 35., page 303. 
And that said Commissioners viewed the third and f ourtlr 
section · of 5 miles each and made their report to the court 
on J , 15, 1840, and which third and fourth sections were· 
appro d by the Court as having been completed according. 
to con act as shown by an order in Court Record Book 35, 
page 2 4 a copy being :filed herewith and marked Exhibit ''H''. 
Tha by reason of the above,_ there was operated by the 
Pittsyl ania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Com.pany the 
said H ghway or Turnpike which was in all respects 60 f cet 
in wi.d . 
Tha subsequent to the operation of the. said road as a 
Turnp · ... e by the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turn-
pike C mpany, a large part of the stoclr' in which was owned 
by the Commonwealth of Virginia, the said Turnpike Com-
pany bandoned its charter and by an act of General As-
sembl. the said roads of this Turnpike Company and others 
were t ken over bv the· Counties and the Commonwealth of 
Virgin a, and this· particular road was taken over by" the 
Count .. of Pittsylvania. And that after said time the County 
of Pit ylvania maintained the said road on the same route 
and on the same grades as originally constructed, but not tak-
. ing up a,1 of the 60 feet, the width provided by law, although, 
it at all times had the right to use the said 60 feet. 
page ~ That subsequent thereto, by an act of the General 
. Assembly all of the public roads in the Counties 
we1·e ade a part of the State Highway system and those 
public oads in Pittsylvania County which were then operated 
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by the county, among which was the Franklin, Pittsylvania 
·and Botetourt Turnpike road, now known as State Route No. 
41. 
That the said road has always been upon the same location 
and with the same grades since it was first constructed. · 
That the City of Danville is a municipal corporation char-
tered under th~ laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and 
that under its charter and powers it operates its- o~n ·electric 
power company distributing power to the residents of the 
City of Danville and outlying districts which is transmitted 
to the outlying districts by nieans of power lines constructed 
on 'poles placed at convenient. and regular intervals, a,:nd that 
the City of Danville has one of its power lines running along 
the right of way of the-Commonwealth of Virginia on Route 
#41, being over that portion which is included in Project No. 
1023-D. 
That the Commonwealth of Virginia in operating and main-
taining; the said H.oute #41 along the Project above men-
tioned, has not utilized all of the 60 foot right of way and· that 
landowners have from time to time encroached upon the 60 
foot right of way by lengthening their yards or lawns and 
the adjacent property up to the point in the right of way 
where it was maintained and cleared by the Commonwealth 
of Virginia or prior to the same being turned over to 1'hc 
Commonwealth of Virginia by the County of Pitt8ylvania, 
and that the City of Danville has secured easements or rigl1ts 
of way from adjoining owners over a portion of the land 
which the adjoining owners allege to own but which in fact 
is owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia, and 
page 7 ~ have placed on this property its power line and 
poles and that the City of Danville claims the right 
to said rights of way and easements by virtue of the consent, 
agTeement and contracts made with adjoining landowners, 
when in fact the said poles are actually constructed, main-
. tained aiid operated and ·have been for sometime along the 
right of way owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia and t11e 
State Highway Department. 
That the Commonwealth of Virginia has throµgh the State 
Highway Department· and the Highway Commissioner of Vir-
ginia requested the City of Danville to move its poles off of 
the 60 foot right of way or onto the edge thereof so that the 
State Highway Department may repair, alter, maintain, con-
struct and improve the present highway and in so doing it is 
necessary to use the entire 60 foot right of way for the road 
designated as Route No. 41 and while the City of Danville 
consents to _move the said poles, it is contended by the City 
of Danville that they have a right of easement by reason of . 
• 
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contra ts with adjacent landowners and have not encroaehed 
upon t land owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia under 
superv sion and control of the Department of Highways and 
that th poles and lines should be removed at the expense of 
the Co onwealth of Virginia, when as a matter of fact the 
said li es and poles are aetually and have been located on 
the " ht of way owned by the Commonwealth of Virginia 
which · s maintained and controlled by the Department of 
· Highw ys, and that the same should not be moved at the ex· 
pense f the Commonwealth of Virginia or the Department 
of Hig ways, bnt should be moved at the expense and cost of 
the Ci of Danville. · 
That by reason of the foregoing· facts which involve the right 
to real est.ate and which has caused an actual contro,rersy to 
. exist tween the Commonwealth of Virginia, through its 
State ighway Department a.nd the State Highway Com-
missioner and the City of Danville ancl its water, 
page 8 } g:as and electric department, and your petitioner and 
· complainant is advised that he bas a right to come 
into C urt and have the said controversy determined pur-
suant Section 6140a of the Code of Virginia, particularly 
under bapter 254a of said Code and all acts or parts of 
said as set out in said Cha pt.er. 
REFORE, your .petitioner and complainant prays to 
petition and bill and may process issue thereon 
the City of Danville and the director of the water, 
electric department of the city of Danville, and may 
City of Danville and director of the water., gas and 
electr· department be required to answer this petition and 
bill bu. not under oath, the. oath being hereby waived; may all 
proper evidence be heard, and may the actual controversy 
existi between the said petitioner and complainant and the 
oity o Danville, and its water, gas and electric department 
be det rmined and adjudicated; it being here alleged that 
the Co monwealth of Virginia owns a 60 foot right of way 
for its Route #41, Project 1023-D; and may all proper or-
ders, ounts and decrees be entered in this cause as are fit 
and p per; and may your complainant and petitioner have 
such o her, further and general relief as the nature of his 
oo.nse ay require and to equity may seem proper, etc. 
lAMES A. ANDERSON 
State Highway Commissione of 
Virgini3 
By LANGHORNE JONES 
Counsel 
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page 9 ~ EXHIBITC .. 
Virg·inia 
In the County Court of Pittsylvania County. 
July -15, 1839 
On the motion of the President, Directors & Co. of the 
Pittsylvania Franklin & Botetourt Turnpike Company, · it is 
ordered that Nathaniel ·Wilson, George Wilson and Eustaee 
Hunt being first sworn do examine the first section of nve 
miles of the road laid out and made by Robert Townes for 
said Company commencing at or near the north end of the 
Danville Toll Bridge and report to the Court the condition 
thereof . 




In the County Court of Pittsylvania County. 
September 11, 1839 
The commissioners appointed to examine the first seetion 
of five miles of the road laid out and made by Robert Townes 
for the President, Directors & Co. of the Pittsylvania, Frank-
lin & Botetourt Turnpike Company commencing at or near 
the Danville Toll Bridge, this day made report in the follow-
ing words to-wit, 
page 10 } '' Pursuant to an order to us directed we the un-
dersigned have on this 11th September, 1839, ex-
amined the .first section of five miles of the Pittsylvania, 
Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike commencing at the Dan-
ville Bridge contracted by Robert Townes, the contractor, and 
report that we find the said section of the road completed in 
good style not less in our opinion than twenty-four feet wide, 
nor any place exceeding a grade of four degrees. We also 
report the said section as furnishing a good tur~pike road. 
fully completed ready for travel-All of which is respect-
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Pitts lvania County, to-wit-The above named commis• 
sions th s day came before me and made oath that the above 
report i correct & true. 
Give under my hand this 11th day of Sept., 1889. 
WM. SINN''. 
UpQn Consideration Whereof and James Garland, Esq. the 
attorne for the Commonwealth being· present and having 
been pr viously appointed for the purpose of opposing what 
followe h, the court doth declare that the said first section 
of the oad afor.esaid has been completed in the manner pre-
scribed y the- act'.of assembly and doth therefore· receive the 
same. 
35 Cou t Record 135. 
Exhibit D-E 
EXHIBITF~ 
County Court of Pittsylvania County, Feb. 17, 1840. 
The ommissioners appointed to view the second section of , 
the Pit sylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company 
this da made. report which is received by the Court and or-
dered be filed in the Clerk's Office. 
35 C urt Records Page 225. 
Exhibit F .. 
EXHIBIT G .. 
In the County Court of Pittsylvania County, May 18, 184(t 
It i ordered that Stokely Hutchings, Joshua Pritcnetlt 
and R bert Pritchett or any three of them being first sworn 
do ex ·ne the third and fourth sections of five miles each 
of the road m_ade by Robert Townes for the Pittsylvania, 
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Franklin & Botetourt Turnpike Company and re-
page 12 port to the Court the condition thereof. 




In the County Court of Pittsylvania County, May 18,1840. 
The commissioners appointed at the last court to view the· 
3rd and 4th sections of five miles each of the Turnpike road 
constmcted by Robert Townes for the Pittsylvania, Franklin 
and Bottetourt Turnpike Company this day made report in 
the following words, to-wit, "We, the undersigned commis-
sioners appointed of the last court of the County of Pittsyl-
vania to view the 3rd and 4th sections ( five miles each) of 
the road of the Pittsylvania, Franklin & Bottelourt Turnpike 
Company contracted by Capt. Robert Townes have performed 
that duty and report that the same is now in good order-
Given under our hands this 15 day of June, 1840. Joshua 
Pritchett, Sto. Hutchings, Robert Pritchett. Sn to before me, 
John A. Clark, June 15, 1840"-Whereupon the Attorney 
for the Commonwealth being present it is considered by the 
Court tbat the said 3rd and 4th sec. have been completed 
according to contract. 
35 Court Record 324. 
Exhibit H. 
page 13 ~ COURT ORDER EXHIBIT NO. 1. 
D. B. Herndon is appointed Surveyor of the D~nville_ and. 
Franklin Turnpike from Ben Keen's shop to where said Turn~ 
pike is intersected by the road leading into it from W. T. 
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Suther · plantation, and A. J. Clark, William Cardwell, Sr., 
and T. J. Poindexter are appointed Commissioners to allot 
the ha ds between the said Herndon and H. R. Thompson 
Surve o~ from said intersection to Mr. Hermon Church, and 
shall ake report to the ·next term of this Court . 
. Cou t Order Book 52. 
Pag 275. 
A copy teste. 
E. E. FRIEND, Clerk. 
CQurt Order Exhibit No. 1 . 
. i 
COURT ORDER EXHIBIT NO. 2. 
The · ourt doth appoint T. S. Smith Surveyor of road from 
Corpo ation of North Danville on Franklin Turnpike to 
Elliot Store in place of removed. 
A copy teste: 
E. E. FRIEND, Clerk. 
Cou t Record Book 54. 
Pag 438. 
Court Order Exhibit No. 2. 
COURT ORDER EXHIBIT NO. 3. 
Thi day W. C. Brown, R. H. Bradley, J. A. Coleman, G. H. 
Thom s, W. M. Cardwell, J. C. Young, H. R. Thompson, H. N. 
Bollin , Dryden Wright, J. R. Yeatts, Bruce_ A. Pullen, W. O. 
Harri, James V. Mahan, J. M. Edwards, H. C. Mitchell, 
Charis G. Freeman, Abram Wimbish, T. S. Smith, W. R. 
H~tch rson, Wm. T. Walton, J. E. Tarpley and Calhoun 
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Roach, surveyors of Roads in this County returned their re-
ports as such which being examined by the Court are ordered 
to be filed with the records of the office. 
March 15, 1880. 
Court Records 55. 
Page 6. 
A Copy teste: 
E. E. FRIEND, Clerk. 
Court Order Exhibit No. 3. 
In. the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia. 
James A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, 
v. 
The City of Danville. 
ANSWER. 
To the Honorable Kennon C. Whittle, Judge: 
page 15 } For answer to the Bill for a Declaratory Judg-
ment filed against it by the State Highway Com-
missioner, or to so much thereof as it is deemed necessary 
to -answer, the City of Danville, by its Counsel, answers and 
says: 
(1) That it does maintain a pole line for electricity trans-
mission purposes along State Highway No. 41 in Pittsylvania 
County, Virginia. 
(2) That said pole line and its appurtenances are main-
tained upon an easement granted to City of Danville by the 
various property owners adjacent to said road, it being gen-
erally believed that such property owners were the owners 
of the lands across which such easements were granted. 
( 3) If in fact the Commonwealth is the owner of a 60 foot 
right of way along and including the used portion of said high-
way then there is no question but that the City is obligated 
to move its poles and lines within sajd 6P foot area at its 
own expense. As a matter of fact the City has or is moving 
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its said lines and poles at its own expense with the under-
standin that the Highway Department of the State. would 
reimbur e it if the Commonwealth did not have the title 
it alleg s. The cost of moving such poles and -lines will ap-
proxim te $3,000.00. 
( 4) T at the questions involved in this proceeding appear 
to be tters of law entirely for the Court to decide based 
upon t e various pertinent · statutes. The City neither ad-
mits no denies the fee simple title of the Commonwealth to 
the am unt of right of way alleged to be owned by it in the 
bill. 
Respectfully, 
CITY OF DANVILLE, 
By RUTLEDGE C. CLEMENT, 
Counsel. 
.And now on this day, to-wit: In the Clerk's Office· 
of the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County1 Vir-
ginia, t e following deposition was· filed on 12th of March, 
1948. 
e Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia . 
. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Vir-
of Danville, etc. 
DEPOSITIONS. 
The epositions of J, S. Carter taken before Aliese Pickeral 
Creasy, a Notary Public, in and for the County of Pittsyl-
vania, · tate of N"irginia, in the Office of Langhorne Jones,. 
in the own of Chatham, on the 26th day of November, 1947, 
pursu t to notice accepted by all parties and to be read in 
evidenc in a certain chancery cause under the style of James 
A. An erson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia 
against the City of Danville. 
Pres nt: Langhorne- Jones, Counsel for the Complainant. 
No ap earance for th~ defendant. · 
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· The witness, 
J. S. C.L\RTER,, 
after being duly sworn, deposes· and says : 
Questioned by Mr. Jones: 
Q. Please state your name, age and· residence! 
page 17 ~ A. J. S. Carter, Town of Chatham; age 53. 
Q. Mr. Carter, what is your business! · 
A. At present I am director of Public Works for the Town 
of Chatham. · · 
Q. Are you an engfo.eer by profession-civil engineer! 
A. lam. . 
Q. Were you at one time head of the highway system of 
Pittsylvania County? 
A. From 1920 to 1932, I wa~ employed by the Board of 
Supervisors as road engineer for the County of Pittsylvania. 
Q. Following that, were you what is known as Resident En-
gineer of the Highway Department of the State of Virginia 
for Pittsylvania County? 
A. I was from 1932 to 1935. 
Q. During the period that you were with the County of. 
Pittsylvania and also with the Highway Department did that 
Section of the road in Pittsylvania County which is commonly 
known as the Franklin · Turnpike and runs from Danville 
Northwest towards Callands and is now designated as Route 
No. 41 come under your supervision Y . 
A. It did. 
Q. Did you work that road during that period? 
·A. I had charge of the work on it. 
· Q. You have examined the road and you know the location 
of it? 
A. I do. 
Q. When you were supervising for the County and-also for 
the State what was called in your office as being the width of 
the right of way? . · 
A. There was always a question as to the exact width, vary-
ing from 66 to 132 feet. However, the County-we maintained 
only a 30 foot right of way. 
page 18 ~ . Q. But that was what you considered as the whole 
right of way but you only maintained 30 feet of it Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. On what did you base your assumption that it was 66. 
feet and over Y 
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J. 8. Carter. 
A. rom various old inhabitants along the road who re-
ported that the old turnpike had a 66 foot right of way and 
some thers maintained that we had a 132 foot right of way. 
Q. o you heard it discussed by people on that road and 
in the eighborhood. 
A. any times, yes, sir. 
Q. s to the location of the road, that is maintained now 
and w s maintained when you were in charge of the main-
tenanc of this road, has there been ~ny change in the location 
at the oint where it intersects with Route 29 back some dis-
tance rom Mount Herman School, a distance of approxi-
mately 4 or 5 miles? . 
A. o, there has been no appreciable change in the location. 
Some orners or sharp curves have probably been cut off 
but th roadbed as a whole has not been changed and is where 
it orif ally was. 
tQ. I there anything on the road to show that the road 
was ev r located at any other place than its present location Y 
A. nly at some points where the road became very bad and 
traffic oved around a mud hole or bad place and it widened 
.out in ome areas, but generally speaking, the present road-
bed is e same location as it has been from the fence lines 
and ol trees it has been maintained there for years and 
years. ·• 
} Q. You have never found any map or ever lo-
. cated any map or· survey of the road when it was 
operat d as a turnpike·? 
}:.... o, sir. 
Q. o you authorize the Notary Public, to sign your name 
to this deposition Y 
A. es, sir. 
J. S. CARTER, 
By ALIESE P. CREASY, 
Notary Public. 
And urther this deponant saith not. 
State f Virginia, 
Oou ty of .Pittsylvania, to-wit: 
The oregoing depositions of J. S. Carter, were duly taken, 
sworn d subscribed to before me within my County and 
State foresaid, at the time, place and for the purpose men-
tioned ·n the caption. · 
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Given under my hand thi~ the 26th day of November, 1947. 
My commission expires on the 21st day of September, 1949. 
ALIESE P. CREASY, 
Notary Public. 
I was commissioned Aliese Pickeral. 
page 20 } And on this day, to-wit: Circuit Court of Pitt-
sylvania County, Virginia, on December 19, 1947: 
In the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia. 
·James A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Vir-
ginia of Virginia, 
'O. 
City of Danville. 
PETITION OF AMERICAN TELEPHONE -AND TELE-
GRAPH COMPANY TO BE PERMITTED TO IN-
TERVENE AS PARTY DEFENDANT .. 
To the Honorable Kennon C. Whittle, Judge of the Circuit 
Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia. 
WHEREAS the above styled action or suit is now pending 
in your Honor's Court, wherein the complainant. has asked 
your Honor for a declar~tion of the Commonwealth .,s right of 
way in and to certain real estate described in complainant's 
hill as State Highway #41, alleging that certain controversies 
existed between the said parties as to the width of said right 
of way, and · 
WHEREAS like controversies exist between the Common-
wealth and this.petitioner in that this petitioner acquired by 
purchase from the landholder's of record a right of way over 
and through various properties adjoining said 
:page 21 } highway and ere~ted thereon fifty-five (55) poles 
· and a section of its Lynchburg to Savannah Long 
· Distance Telephone Line, at all points more than 15 feet from 
the middle· or center of said highway, and that pursuant to 
an agreement by and between officials of. the State Highway 
Department of Virginia, and agents of the American Tele-
. phone and Telegraph Company whereby it was agreed that 
the Commonwealth would reimburse the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company if the State did not establish its 
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. 
alleged ight of way to property. whereon the said line had 
been er cted, your petitioner, the said Company at great ex-
pense r moved the said telephone line, the approximate cost-
of whic removal was $18,000.00; and 
EAS there are similar controversies arising b~-
tween t e complainant and your petitioner in regard to the 
rights o way to other highways in this state; and 
WH REAS .the result of this action or suit will establish 
the wid h of any right of way to said highway existing in the 
Commo wealth ·of Virginia and would thereby adjudicate the-
rights f .your petitioner and may further provide the basis 
on whi the Commonwealth of Virginia will claim rights of 
way al ng other highways in the State, this petitioner re-
spectfu ly requests that it be made party defendant to this 
action r suit and that the Court enter an order permitting 
it to fil this its petition therein with the consent of he parties: 
now na ed. 
It is ontended by ypur petitioner that the bill of the com-
plainan is demurrable in that it does not allege any basis for 
the court to declare any right" of way to the said 
~ highway in the Commonwealth. No where in said 
bill is it alleged that any rig·ht of way for the said 
was €Ver purchased from the present landholders,. 
or thei antecedents in title, through whose land it passes 
nor do s it allege that a right of way has been established 
either y :way of prescription or dedication, which are the 
only w ys under our constitutions and common law for rights 
of way to be established. The fifth amendment to the consti-
. tution f the United States provides that private property 
shall n t be taken for public use without just compensation .. 
It is th · contention of your petitioner the legislature of Vir-
ginia h s never attempted by mandate to vest the state or any 
turnpi e company with rights of way through private prop-
erty as is alleg·ed in the complainant's bill but that if such 
was ev r the intention of the legislature that any leg·islation 
so desi ed was and is patently unconstitutional and as this 
is subs antially the only allegation in the complainant's bill 
the sa e is demurrable. 
This petitioner, however, prays that the Court disregard 
the tee nical deficiency in the biH since it is one for a declara-
tory ju gment and enter a judgment declaring whatever right 
of way is demonstrated by the evidence to exist in the Com-
monwe 1th of Virginia in and to said highway. 
It is contended by your p~titioner tllat neithe.r Common-
wealth of Virginia nor the Pittsylvania, ·Franklin and Bote-
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tourt Turnpike Company ever purchased any right of ·way 
from the present landholders, whose land said hig·hway tra-
verses, nor from any of thejr antecedents in title. 
It is furth~r contended by this petitio~er that the only right 
of way that can be established, in the Commonwealth, by way 
of prescription or dedication is no more than twenty-four (24) 
feet wide along the ·entire length of said highway. This was 
the width of the turnpike as is evidenced by complainant's 
Exhibit D wherein the commissioners appointed to 
page 23 r view the first section of five miles reported that it 
was not less in their opinion than 24 feet wide. 
The said highway is now paved to a width of approximately 
15 feet and the shoulders and drains are maintained to the 
extent of about 4 feet on either side and it is the contention of 
your.petitioner that said highway has never been worked or 
. maintained at any point to a greater width than twenty-four 
feet. . 
Your petitioner, the ref ore, contends that its said telephone 
poles and line were well outside any right of way of the .Com-
monwealth and that pursuant to the agreement aforesaid, be-
tween the complainant and your petitioner, the complainant 
is obligated to reimburse your petitioner for the expense of 
moving said poles and line. 
WHEREFORE your petitioner prays that this Court ad-
judge and declare the rights of all the parties herein. . : 
Respectfully submitted, 
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELE~ 
GRAPH COMPANY 
By CREWS. & CLEMENT 
Counsel by F. H. Conway. 
The complainant, James A. Anderson, State Highway Com-
missioner hereby consents to the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company becoming a party def en~ant to the s~t 
or.action styled Jam.es A. Anderson, State Highway Commis-
sioner of Virginia v. The City of Danville, now pending in the 
Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County. 
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The e:f endant, the City of Danville, .hereby consents to the 
Ameri an Telephone and Telegraph Company becoming a 
party efendant to the suit or action styled J<Vrnes A. Ander-
lWn, 8 te Highway Corwmissioner of Virginia v" The City of 
Domvil e, ~ow pending· in the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania 
Conn . 
This the 19 day of December, 1947. 
RUTLEDGE C. CLEMENT 
Counsel. 
And now on this day, to-wit: Circuit Court of Pittsylvania 
Conn , Virginia, on the 19th day of December, in the year 
A. D. 947. · 
In he Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia. 
Highway Commissioner of Vir-
ORDER. 
This day ~he American Telephone and Tele-
page 5 ~ graph Company presented to the Court its peti-
tion setting forth therein certain of its rights, title 
and in erest that would be prejudiced by any adjudication of 
this c se unless it were permitted to become a party def end-
ant an . to file said petition and the· Court having read and 
consid red said petition and the original parties having con-
~ented to said .American Telephone and Teleg-raph Company 
becom· g party defendant, it is ADJUDGED, ORDERED 
AND ECREED THAT said petition be and. the same is 
hereb filed and that the said American Telephone and Tele-
graph ompany is hereby made a party defendant herein and 
its sai petition shall be treated as its answer in this suit. 
And now on this day, to-wit: In the Clerk's Office of the 
Circui Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, the following 
deposi ion was filed on 12th of March, 1948: 
In he Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia. 
James A. Anderson., State Highway Commissioner of Vir-
gini 
v. 
The C ty of Danville, and others. 
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DEPOSITION. 
page 26 ~ The deposition of Charles E. Owen, Jr., take~ 
before Aliese P. Creasy, a Notary Public, in and 
for the County of Pittsylvania, State of Virginia, on the 13th 
day of February, 1948, at 2 o'clock P. M., in the office of Lang-
horne . Jones, in the Bank of Chatham Building, Chatham, 
Virginia, to be read in evidence in behalf of the complainant 
in a certain suit in chancery now pending in the Circuit Court 
of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, under the style of James A: 
· Anderson, ~tate Highway Commissioner of Virginia, against 
the City of Danville and others, said depositions having been 
talien pursuant to a notice which has been given to the de-
fendants, duly accepted and filed with this deposition. 
Present: Langhorne Jones, Counsel for Complainan~. 
F. H. Co_nway, of counsel for Defendants. 
It is agreed and stipulated by the counsel that the exhibits 
filed with the complainant's bill, marked Exhibit "A" being 
an act prescribing certain general regulations for the incor-
poration of turnpike companies passed February 7th, 1817. 
Exhibit -''B"-An Act incorporating· the Pittsylvania, 
Franklin and Botetourt turnpike company, passed February 
20, 1938. And also the amendment entitled '' an act incor-
porating the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt turnpike 
company." Passed April 7, 1838. 
Exhibit '' C'' being copy of court order in Court 
page 27 ~ Record 35 page 92 dated July 15, 1828. · 
Exhibit "D'' being the commissioner's report of 
September 11, 1839, in Court Record 35 page 135. 
Exhibit "E" being order of the Court of February 17, 1840, 
in Court Record 35 page 225. 
Exhibit '' F '' being Court order of May 18, 1840, in Cou;rt 
· ReC!ord 35 page 303. , 
Exhibit '' G'' being court order of June 15, 1840, in court 
Record 35 page 324 and are, in fact~ true copies thereof and 
shall be read in evidence as such without production of the 
original. 
The witness, 
MR. CHARLES E·. OWEN, JR., 
after being duly sworn, says as follows: 
Questioned by Mr. Jones : 
Q. Please state your name, and resiQence? 
A. Charles E. Owen, Jr., of Noar, Virginia. 
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at is your position or profession Y 
. m a Senior Highway Engineer for the Virginia De-
partme t of Highways. 
Q. H w long have you been with the Hig·hway Department! 
A. A ittle over ten ·(10) years. . 
Q. M . Owen, have you made an examination of the records 
in the Sate Library building of the Department of Highways 
for the urpose of finding a map of the Pittsylvania, Franklin 
and Bo etourt Highway Y 
· A. I ave. 
Q. D · you find such a plat Y . 
A. I ound a map in the Archives Division of Virginia State 
Library. . · 
~ Q. Did you make or have prepared a photostat 
copy of that map Y 
"d. . . 
Q. I and you herewith a photostat copy of a map, which 
we will designate as "Owen Exhibit No. 1" which is com-
posed f four ( 4) sheets and that designated in red ink is 
the par which is photostat copy of a map of the then pro-
. po·sed ittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike being 
in 1838, original map being of record in the Archives Division 
of the irginia State Library, is this the photostat map that 
you ma et 
A. It is. 
Q. V hat, if any, is the difference between this map and lhe 
one in he Archives Division Y 
A. T ·s photostatic copy has been photographed from a 
photost t copy. The original map is in several parts and the 
parts ere placed together as nearly as possible since they 
did not have matched lines, and a photostat copy,, it too being 
in part , was made. This photostat copy was photographed 
from t e first photostat copy which was in turn copied a8. 
' nearly s possible. This proceeding resulted in a slight dif-
ference in alignment at the point of meeting of the succes-
sive sh ets. Otherwise, there is no difference. · 
· Q. F om an engineer's standpoint those maps correspond 
when y u_ take into consideration the slight variance in the 
points f matchingi · . 
A. Y s. 
Q. C n the difference be reconciled f 
A. Y s, if you will take this map and compare it with the 
aerial map. 
Q. Is tha.t made on a proportional scale with the 
original mapY 
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· A. It is a reduction but is on a proportional scale with the 
original map .. 
· Q. I baud YC?U herewith a. photostat copy designated as 
''Owen Exhibit No. 2" which we desire to file, and is entitled 
'' Photostat copy of a portion of Virginia Department of High-
way map of Pittsylvania County based on Aerial survey", 
and signed "Charles E. Owen, Jr., Senior Highway Engi-
neer", and ask you to please tell what this is? 
A. This is a photostat copy of a portion of the Department 
of Highways Aerial l\Iap of Pittsylvania County, it having 
been photographed to the same scale as the first mentic;med 
map, ''Owen Exhibit 1". 
Q. Does this include the Franklin, Pittsylvania and Bote-
tourt Highway running out of Danville as far as Callands, 
Virginia? 
A. It does. 
Q. Please state what that road is designated as in the High-
way Department System Y 
A. The desig11ation varies: Beginning· at Route #886 to 
its interse~tion with Route Alternate 29; thence with .A.lternate 
~9 to the intersection with Route 919; thence with Route 919 
to its intersection with Alternate 29; thence with Alternate 29 
to its intersection with Route 41 and then follows Route 4l 
to Callands. 
Q. What you have just described is what is known as the 
original Franklin Turnpike on the Aerial Map? 
A-. It is. 
Q. Are you familiar with the portion of State Highway 41, 
project 1023-D which is now being constructed by the State 
Highway Department, on the map¥ 
A. Iam. 
page 30 ~ Q. I hand you herewith a tracing which we de-
sire to file and it is marked ''0wen Exhibit 3", 
carrying the notation ''Tracing made of photostat copy of 
portion of Highway map of Pittsylvania County, which photo-
stat copy is labeled Exhibit 2, and tell what itis Y 
Filed as Owen Exhibit #3. 
A. It is a tracing made by me of the photostat copy of the 
Aerial Survey map in order that the lo.cation of the roads as 
shown on said Aerial Survey can be compared with the origi-
nal map of the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turn-
pike. 
Q. ,vm you please take the tracing marked Owen Exhibit 
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·Net 8 ild the photostat cbpy marketl Owen E.xhibit 1 and tell 
wh~th r or not you can locate the center line of the Pittsyl~ 
vanit1.; Franklirt attd Bt)tetourt Turnpike as compared with 
itattte 1 as itlentified on the Jlhotostat copy N-o. U 
A. I M11. Q·. ay I ask first, which se~tion as shown on Exhibit "3" 
is th~ ortitm that is 'under constructiort and being improved 
by the ighway Department Y 
. ~i . hat portion designated in blue pencil and designated 
Bt~te . ighway Project 1023~D~ 
Q~ lease try to lo~ate the line as requested by me Y 
.A~ llowiµg for shrinka~e or expansion of the pages of 
th~ t pht)tosbit copies·, that is the one from which this is 
rhilfl" htl the tine I am co'rhparirtg, it with; that portion of 
Proj·ec 1023-D from the intersection with Route 29 to the ·end 
of the roject coincide exactly with the center.line of the Pitt-
sylvania, Franklin ailt1 Botetourt Turnpike. 
page f ~ Q. · From an engineer's standpoint would you de;.. 
. . termihe the famter line of tlie original turnpike and 
~tat~ · . igliwa·y 41 as being in the same locatb>n at the present 
ti\WeY 
. A-. I Would .say that they are. That is, within a foot or so·. 
'JJiere might be a slight ehahge in the turnpilrn as a result 
of ne ditches in the course of wear and improvements hv-er 
the ye rs, but substantially the location bf the Pittsylvania 
Turnp e at present is the same as shown on map. 
Q. I t'4ere anything on the original map, which we have 
desigh'· tetl as "'Oweh Exhibit 1" to show the width of the 
Pi\\sy ~ania~ Frartltlin and Botetourt Turnpike! 
A. here is not. It is a illap of the center line only. .. 
Q. here it is shown in white on the photostat copy, does 
it bat ncluaes the width Y i. ~' it is the cente"t· Iiiie. 
Q. 9es 'the tra:cihg o'f the Aerial inap in~lude the width of 
Bi)ufu \lt 
A. doe·s net-. 
. Q. I wish that you would again explain, for the purpose of 
the re ord, exactly how you arrived at the determination of 
tl!:e. ce ter line of . :aoute 4J as now ~xisting and the original 
Pittsy vania; Fr!\il~lin and B'Otetourt Turnpike t 
. A~ .· s showft brt the map in the .Atchives -Division of -State 
J~iot:a · a s\rrvey by W,. B. l1ho~pson, P.rincipal ·:A.ssistant 
'.miigffi. e:r for the Board of '.Publi~ Works of t.he Gpmmbn-
wealt . of Vi.rginia was made of the center line of the pro~ 
po'e~d Pittsylvaiiia Tur-npike together ~ith a rough survey 
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of t~e nearby topog·raphy. This survey was printed up on 
a tnap now in the Archives Division and shows th~ 
page 32 ~ center line as plottt!d by barings and distances. but 
the distance and locations of near by topography 
.are shown approximately only. I have had made a photostat 
copy of a,n Aerial map of the same region photographed to 
the same scale to the Turnpike map. I have made a tracing 
of this .A.erial survey for ease of comparison of the Turnpike 
niap; a11d, when the tracing is placed on the photostat copy 
of the Turnpike map within the limit of Project 1023-D, the 
center lines of the two coincide exactly; that is, betW'een the 
intersection of Altetnate 29 and the end of the said Project. 
Q. As I und~rstand it, in the bill in this proceeding.; it is 
alleged that all of Project 1023-"D is included in the Turnpike 
but accordh?-g to your statement that portion between the in-
tersection of Route Altetnate 29 and Route 41 and Route 29 
which lies to the South or Southeast is not included in th~ 
Pittsylvania, Franklin afid Botetourt Tutnpike t 
A. It is ·not. 
Q. It is Mntended by the State that this :right of way is 60 
feet that is '30 fe·et oil each side of the center l_ine, have you 
any reco1·d of petition~ of petitioners that the Frahklin, Pitt-
sylvania & Botetourt Turnpike which has bMn dealt with in 
this manner any where along the Turnpike line? 
A. I have two. The :first some 3 or 4 years ago. The lo-
-cation bf the Pittsylvania Turnpike South of' Roanoke over 
what we designate as .Project ·118 ·was established by our As-
sociate Right of Way Engineer for that District and th~ 
width of 60 feet was marked on the permanent records of the 
Department of Highways; Mpies of those permanent records 
were sent to our local engineer and · they were instructed to 
· maintain the Commonwealth's claim of the 60 foot 
page 33 ~ right of way of the turnpike on the location recog-
nized by the adjoining citizens and landowners so 
· far ·aR I wa:s able to tell. 
Q. Please explain the second Y 
A. Secondly, some years ago in 194-1, an attorney repre-
senting several property ·owners in Rocky Mount, Virginia in 
the County t,f Franklin, requested "the Commonwealth through 
the -Department of Highways to release a deed to his clients 
·portions of an abnndorred right of way of the Pittsylvania 
County Turnpike in the Town of Rocky Mount which aban~ 
doned right of way was being ·considered .for the construction 
of a new overhead ·and improvemen.t ·of the Norfolk and West-
erfi Railway. Th'e Dep·art:ment of Highways s~ggested to this 
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attorne that he have a survey made oy a local engineer show-
ing wh t he wished conveyed to his clients and that su·rvey 
was ma e by C. B. Malcomb of Roanoke and I have here a 
photost t copy. of the same,-
Q. Pl ase file this as ''Owen Exhibit No. 4"Y 
Filed as "Owen Exhibit No. 4" .. 
A.. his survey showed the turnpike as having a width of 
60 feet nd was made independently of Hig·hway records. In 
accorda ce with the request of these property owners a reso-
lution as passed on August 28, 1941, by the State Highway 
Commi sion authorizing the conveyance of portions of tbe-
abando ed 60 foot right of way on old Pittsylvania, Franklin 
and Ro etourt Ttfrnpike. 
Q. I ave here a photostat copy of that resolution, will you 
please e this· as '' Owen Exhibit 5 '' t 
Exhi it Filed as "Owen Exhibit No .. 5' ' .. 
A. I also have here a photostat copy of a carbon 
copy of a deed dated April 14, 1942, by means of 
which t e Commonwealth conveyed to the Norfolk and ,vest-
ern Ra· way a portion of the 60 (sixty) foot right of way of 
the aba doned turnpike, and a blueprint or map No. N 18906 
passed y the Norfolk and Wes tern Railway Company show-
ing tha p_ortion of the 60 (sixty) foot 1·ight of way which 
they re uested be conveyed to them. I have available on re-
quest otostat copies of the deeds of conveyances. 
Q~ ill ·you please file the copy of deed as Owen Exhibit 
No. 6? And also a blueprint of Norfolk and Western Rail-
way Co pany's map as "Owen Exhibit No. n 
Exhi its filed '' Owen Exhibits Nos. 6 and 7. 
Q. ill you please send us copies of the other deeds which · 
you ha e testified to and file them as Owen Exhibit No. 8, 
and O en Exhibit No. 9Y 
A. Y s. 
Q. H ve you examined the records in the various counties 
to dete mine whether or not any deeds were ever made to the 
Pittsyl ania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company· 
from a y owners of property adjacent thereto? 
A. I have not but the examination of those records was 
authori ed by the Highway Commission and made by an at-
torney named . C. A. Boggess., and I have his repol't to the 
- ,/ 
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Highway Commission and I will be glad to supply a photostat 
copy of it. : 
Q. Will you please supply this copy and mark it "Owen 
Exhibit lO"Y 
A. Yes. Attached to the report in explanation of the Frank-
lin portion thereof taken from. the Franklin County Records 
· is a teste copy of a report of. the commissioners assessing 
tracts for the location of the said Turnpike through 
page 35 ~ the property of Jemima Teal. 
Q. Does the first copy which you have testified 
to and farming a part of Exhibit 10 show anywhere the width 
of the Turnpike Y · 
A. It does not. 
Q. Does the report which you lmve from attorney C. A. 
Boggess show anywhere the width of the Franklin Turnpike? 
.A. Mr. Boggess reported that there was nothing of record 
relative to the width but gives his opinion in the last para-
graph. 
Q. Upon wliat does the Commonwealth and the Department 
of Highways base its claim for the 60 foot right of wayY · 
A. The Commonwealth has always claimed a right of way 
of 60 feet on all turnpikes unless their charter specifically re,.. 
ducecl the width of the right of way; that claim being based 
on the language used in the general turnpike act of 1817 which 
provides that that act shall be a part of the act of incorpora-
tion of every Turnpike Company subsequently formed just 
as though it were specifically rewritten and made a part 
thereof. · , · 
The Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Com"' 
pany provides in Section II, as follows: ''That the Company 
may dispense of the summer or side road through that turn-
pike and shall not be required to pave for use or clear the 
same more than a width of 40 feet.'' 
Q. Is that an exception to the general act of 1817 for the 
construction of highways Y , . 
A. The Highway Department does not so consider it. Sec-
tion 14 of the Act of 1817 provides that the Turnpike Com-
pany '' Shall make the said road in every part, thereof 60 feet 
wide at least 18 feet of which shall be well covered 
page 36 ~ with gravel or stone, where necessary * 8 • and, 
. · on ea~lJ side of the part so to be made and pre-
served thev shall clear out a summer road 18 feet wide.'' The 
provision that this was reduced in the .Act of' Incorporation 
of the Pittsylvanta Turnpike Company is interprctated by 
the Department of Highways to mean a reduction in the width 
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of.con truction made so that the Turnpike Company's limited 
funds ould provide for additional construction and· did uot 
in any way reduce the width of the right of way provided 
for in he general turnpike act. Since it would appear that 
the T rnpike Company h~d a right to build its side roads 
and cl ar out the full width of 60 feet at a later time as the 
action as necessary and funds permitted. 
· Q. as I understand it your Department's contention is 
that al right of ways would be·60 feet but the ·Turnpike Com-
pany ould not be required to work more than the amount 
set on in its Charter but that it could work more if it so de-
sired o the Legislature could require mor·e to be worked . 
. A. he Charter of the Pittsylvania Turnpike Company 
provid s that the company may dispense with the summer 
orad a d shall not be required to clear the same wider than 
40 fee 
Q. I believe that it is the contention of the Highway De-
partm nt that the 60 foot right of way was a dedication by 
the pr perty owners for the public use Y 
A. es. 
Q. I other words the width of the road to be maintained 
as des gnated as 40 feet in no sense of the word intended to 
limit t e width of the highway! 
· A. o, according to the Legislature the 40 feet should be 
cleare of tr~es and shrubbery. 
page 7 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By F. . Conway: 
Q. r. Owen your contention is that there was a dedication 
of a ri ht of way of 60 feet by the individual landowners? 
·A. es. -
Q. o you mean that the· State never purchased or the 
Turnp e Companies never purchased any right of way at 
allY 
A. o far as I am able to ascertain they did not. There was 
a pro · sion in the Charter of the Turnpike Company which 
allowe any property owner who deemed himself damaged by 
the co struction of the road to ask for the appointment of 
commi sioners to assess the damages and only in. the case 
where e property owners felt themselves damaged and com-
missio ers appointed does there appear to be anything on 
record From the Franklin County records it ·would appear 
that o y 3 or 4 property owners felt themselves damaged. 
As fa as as I can determine -none of the property owners 
ownin property on the location of the turnpike as shown on 
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the map marked Owen Exhibit 4 has disputed the 60 foot right 
of way. 
Q. },rom the records that you refer to here damages were 
assessed for the right of way against the Turnpike Company 
is there any records to show exactly that the companv had 
.a 60 foot right of way rather than a 10, 20 or 30 foot right of 
wayY 
.A. Not jn the records, no. 
Q. The damages then might have been assessed on the bases 
of a 20 foot right of way so far as the records indicate! 
A. Theoretically, yes. 
page 38} Q. I believe in some of the exhibits that the High-
way Commisioner is filing there are reports of the 
commissioners appointed to examine the sections of the right 
·of way of the Turnpike as used would indicate that the road 
is 24 feet wide, might not this iRdicate the ·extent of dedica-
tion on the part of the landowners? 
A. I don't feel qualified to answer that question. I am an 
engineer and not a lawyer. But the report of the commis-
sioners that you refer to would appear to have been made 
solely in order to get a report on the sections that the con-
tractor or constructor of the Turnpike had provided for the 
specifications set forth in the Turnpike .Act rather than with 
any intention to specify the right of way. . 
Q. What I am trying to get at Mr. Owen, as far as the in .. 
d.ividual landowner, at the time of the construction of the turn-
pike, was concerned, did he have any way of knowing that 
he was dedicating any more to the State than was being 
workedT 
A. Well, to that I can answer only by surmise because I 
do not know what they thought. The General Turnpike Act 
and the references thereto in the act of Incorporation of the 
Pittsylvania Turnpike appear of record in the Clerk's Office 
as public records. 
Q. Yes, that is true, Mr. Owen, but yon will admit that 
there are number~ of records that are not commonly known Y 
A. As you lawyers say, ignorance of the law is no excuse. 
Q. Insofar as the dedication plant is concerned 
page 39 ~ or if there is anything on the record to indicate 
that these landowners realized that they were giv-
. ing a 60 foot right of way as you claim Y 
A. There was no more reason for· them to realize it than 
it was for the landowners in Franklin and Botetourt Counties 
but they recognized it and the existence of the 60 foot right 
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of way nd have requested that 60 feet be returned to them 
in the d eds that I hav just mentioned. 
Q. Ge ting back to the Exhibit~ Mr. Owen, was there any 
controv rsv between those landowners and the State as to 
the wid h of the right of wayY 
. A. N. . 
Q. I elieve that these Owen Exhibits with the survey and 
deeds w re made after Mr. Boggess' letter to the state Hig·h-
way Co missioner indicating that he thought it would be 
advisab e to claim a 60 foot right of way? 
A. T at is correct but of course, his letter was not public 
inform tion and the 60 foot right of way was being claimed 
prior to his report. . 
Q. In other: wQrds,. the landowners had no dispute in con-
nection with the .width of the claimed right of way but knew 
that th State Highway Commissioner would claim a 60 foot 
right o way? . . 
.A. I xpect they knew. 
Q. M . Owen you gave right extensive testimony in regard 
to the eason for the State Highway Commission fo1i· con-
siderin 60 foot right of way and the substance of that was 
that th Highway Department had always considered it to be 
60 feet. 
A.. That is the policy of the Highway Comm.is-
~ sfon based on opinio1,1 by our Special Counsel ancl 
the Attorney General's Office. It is purely opinion~ 
It is a policy as far as my superiors are. concerned, but I 
gave y u the basis of the policy. I mig·ht refer to the other 
dispute in connection with the other turnpike companies that 
the Sta e Highway Commissioner has been in, and it has been 
determ· ed in Court or through compromise in certain cases 
that th re was a 60 foot right of way. 
, Q. · ch the .State claimed Y 
A. T at is right. 
Q. I some of these cases is it not true that there are old 
records and maps made at the time the original incorporation 
or de · ation of these turnpikes that the right of. way was 
60 feet · 
A. I elieve you are ref erring to the Kenzie case, and the 
South estern Turnpike. The Act of Incorporation of the 
South estern Turnpike was quite different from the other 
.Acts o Incorporation of other Turnpike Companies in that 
it prov ded, as I recall, that upon the filing of the petition 
to the ircuit Court of the County through which the turn-
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pike would run a fee simple title to a 60 foot right of way 
was vested in the company. A.ny aggravated property owner. 
could apply for damages. The- argument of this case is not 
applicable to any other Turnpike Company because of the 
difference in the wording of the Charter. No other Charter, 
nor did the General Turnpike law, provide for a fee simple 
right of way. 
Q. Where there any records or deeds made at approxi-
mately the same time as the construction of the 
page 41 ~ road or prior thereto indicating a 60 foot right 
of way? ~ 
A.. To the best of my recollection the records in the De-
partment of Highway and in the Archives Division do not 
indicate any width in any of the reports of the commissioners 
nor do I know of .any maps or records made at the time of 
the consh~uction of any turnpike which specifies the width 
thereof. The Archives Division of the State Library has 
a number of maps hut they only provide the center line and 
make no explanation of the width. I have not examined all of 
the county records and :M:r. Boggess examined quite a lot of 
them but none of them specify the width to my knowledge. 
Q. What do you mean to my knowledge? 
A. I mean to my recollection. I should say that there is 
none to specify the width that I remember and I am sure 
that I would have rememb.ered it. I don't want to say that 
there are not any because there might have been some that 
excaped my memory. 
Q. Will you state·, ::M:r. Owen, in regard to the Exhibit 
marked Owen Exhibit "3" the length of the entire project 
1023-D? 
A. The length of the project is 19,841 feet or 3. 75 miles. 
There is an exception as far as construction is concerned· of 
396 feet which occurs at the intersection of Alternate Route 29. 
Q .. Mr. Owen, the entire ptoject is 3:832 miles long ,of which 
396 feet is an exception as far as construction is concerned Y 
A. There is no construction to be done within 
page 42 ~ 396 feet of that 3.832 miles at the intersection of 
Alternate 29 and the gross length that I gave you 
included the 396 feet of Alternate 29. 1 '!• 
Q. For our record then, Mr. Owen, we can consider it .3.7.5 
miles? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. What is the length of that portion of the project be-
tween Route 29 and Alternate 29 which is not a part of 
the Franklin Turnpike Y 
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Charles E. Owen, Jr. 
A. rom the beginning of Project 1023-D to the intersection 
of Alt rnate 29 is 4,247 feet which is approximately 4/5 of 
a mile. 
· Q. o you· authorize the Stenographer to sign your name 
to this deposition T 
A. es, sir. 
CHARLES E. OWEN, JR., 
By _ALIESE P. CREASY, 
Stenographer. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
State f :Virginia, 
. Cou ty of Pittsylvania, to-wit: 
The fore going depositions of Charles E. Owen, Jr., were 
duly taken, sworn and subscribed to before the un-
page ~ dersigned Notary Public at the time, place and 
for the purpose mentioned in the caption. 
Give under my h&,nd this the 23rd day'of February, 1948. 
My om.mission expires on the 21st day of September, 1949. 
ALIESE P. CREASY, 
Notary Public. 
commissioned Aliese Pickeral. 
"OWEN 'EXHIBIT NO. 6. '' 
DEED, made this 2nd day of September, 1941, by and 
the Commonwealth of Nirginia, acting by and through 
derson, Chairman of the State Highway Commis-
sion, p rty of the first part, and Ira D. Culler, party of the 
second part, 
. · WI NESSETH: THAT WHEREAS the land hereinafter 
descri ed and hereby conveyed is deemed by the Chairman 
of the State Highway Commission to be no longer necessary 
. for th uses of the State Highway System; and 
WH REAS the Chairman of the State Highway Commis-
sion h s certified such fact in writing to the State Higp.way 
Co ssion; and · · 
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page 44 ~. WHEREAS this conveyance was approved by 
. the State Highway Commission by its resolution 
duly passed on the 28th day of August, 1941, and duly re-
-corded in the minutes of the said Commission in the following 
words, all of which is done pursuant to that certain Act of 
the General Assembly, Chapter 10, approved February 7th, 
1940: 
"Moved by Mr. Rawls, seconded by Mr. Gilpin, as pro-
vided by Chapter 10, Act approved February 7th, 1940, that 
since three certain sections of the abandoned 60-ft. right of 
way of the old Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike 
adjacent to the property of the Bald Knob Furniture Com-
pany, Inc.-containing approximately 0.11 acre-Weaver Mir-
ror Company, Inc.-approximately 0.3 acre-and Ira D. Cul-
ler-approximately 0.22 acre-and lying Northwest of the 
'Town of Rocky Mount and outside of the right of way -ac..; 
quired for relocation of Route 220 at this point, are not re-
.quired for uses of the State Highway System, and it is not 
necessary to maintain these sections of the old Turnpike, 
as certified by the Chairman of the State Highway Commis-
sion, the sale of this land is approved; and the Chairman is 
hereby directed to execute, in the name of the Commonwealth, 
deed or deeds making conveyance of this land to the parties 
above mentioned in exchange for a consideration of ~00.00 
per acre. 
'' Motion carried.'' 
NOW, THEREFORE, this deed further witnesseth that 
the aforesaid grantor, the Commonwealth of Virginia, acting. 
· by and through J. A. Anderson, Chairman of the State High-
way Commission, doth, in consideration of the sum of $110.00 
in hand paid, receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, grant 
- and convey, with special warranty; unto the said Ira D. Culler 
the following described property: 
page 45 } Starting at the point of intersection of the South-
. easterly side of Railroad Avenue and the South-
westerly side of U.S. Highway Route #220 (formerly Route 
#311), said starting point being evidenced on the ground 
by a hole drilled in the concrete p~ving, said starting point 
being designated on plat to be hereinafter referred to as 
Corner '' X''; thence along the southeasterly side of said 
Railroad Avenue, S. 61 ° 46' W., 104 ft. to a point designated 
as Corner '' E' ', being the actual beginning point of the here-
in described lot or parcel of land; said beginning po.int being 
/ 
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at the p,. int of intersection of the Northeasterly side of the 
old Pitts lvania, Franklin and Botet<>nrt Turnpike Company's 
Right o Way with the said southeasterly side of Railroad· 
A venue; thence leaving the above described beginning point,. 
S. 61 ° 4 'W., along the said Southeasterly side· of Railroad 
Avenue, 34.0 ft. to a point in the center of the aforesaid Old 
Turnpik Right of Way; thence leaving Railroad A venue and 
along th center line of said Turnpike Right of Way ( 60 ft. 
wide), S. 56° 22' E., 93.3 ft. to a point designated as Corner 
'' G''; t ence continuing al~mg the center of said Right of 
Way, S. 67° 11' E., 138.3 ft. to a point designated as Corner 
'' H''; t ence continuii;i.g along the_ center of said Right of 
Way, S. 72° 16' E.; 166 ft. to point of intersection of said cen-
ter line ·th the southwesterly side of U. S. Highway Route 
.#220 (f rmerly Route #311); thence along the Southwesterly 
side of aid U. S. Highway (50 ft .. wide) with a curved line-
to the r ght whose radius is 595 ft., an arc distance of 106.5, 
ft. to a oint being Corner "K"; thence leaving said U. S~ 
Highwa Route #220, and with the Northeasterly side of the, 
aforesai Right of ·way of the Pittsylvania, Franklin and 
Botetou t Turnpike.Company, with a line 30 ft. Northeasterly 
from an parallel with the center line of same, N.- 72° 16' W., 
62 ft. to a point being Corner "L'' ;·thence N. 67° ;11' W., 134.1 
ft. to a point being Corner "M"; thence N. 56° 22' W., 75 
ft. to a point being Corner '' E" at the place of beginning;: 
containi g 0.22 acre, more or less; and being the Northeasterly 
one-hal or portion of that certain 60-ft. width Right of Way 
of the ld Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike 
Compa ., designated as Parcel #3, and shown in red, upon 
photost t copy of plat of survey made by C. B. Malcolm, State 
Oertifie Engineer, dated June 21st, 1941, which is attached 
hereto d made a part of this deed. 
WIT ESS the following signature and seal: 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, 
By: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Seal) 
J.A.ANDERSON, . 
Chairman, State Highway Commission. 
page 4 ~ State of Virginia,. 
City of Richmond, To-wit: 
I, R. N' elford Smethie, a Notary Public in and for the City 
aforesa d,. in the State of Virginia, do certify that J. A .. An-
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derson, Chairman, State Highway Commission, whose name 
is signed to the foregoing writing, bearing date on the 2nd 
day of September, 1941, has acknowledged the same· before 
me in my City aforesaid. 
My term of office expires August 23rd, 1943. 
Given under my hand this . . . . . . day of .......... , 1941 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
Notary Public. 
page 47 J ''OvVEN EXHIBIT NO. 8.'' 
THIS DEED, made this 2nd day of September, 1941, by and 
between the Commonwealth of Virginia, acting by and 
throug·h J. A. Anderson, Chairman of the State Highway 
Commission, party of·the first part, and the Bald Knob Fur-
niture Company, Inc., party of the second part, · 
WITNESSETH: THAT WHEREAS the land hereinafter 
described and hereby conveyed is deemed by the Chairman 
' of the State Highway Commission to be no longer necessary 
for the uses of the State Highway System; and · 
WHEREAS the Chairman of the State Highway Commis-
sion has certified such fact in writing to the State Highway 
Commission ; and 
WHEREAS this conyeyance was approved by the State 
Highway Commission by its resolution duly passed on the 
28th day of !lugust, 1941, and duly recorded in the minutes 
of the said Commission in the following words, all of which 
is done pursuant to that certain Act of the General Assembly, 
Chapter 10, approved ~,ebruary 7th, 1940: 
''Moved by Mr. Rawls, seconded by Mr. Gilpin, as pro-
vided by Cliapter 10, Act approved February 7th, 1940, that 
since three certain sections of the abandoned 60-ft. right of 
way of the old Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turn-
pike adjacent to the property of the Bald Knob Furniture 
Company, Inc.-containing 0.11 acre-Weaver Mirror Com-
pany, Inc.-approximately 0.3 acre-and Ira D. Culler-ap-
proximately 0.22 acre-and lying Northwest of the 
page 48 ~ Towri of Rocky Mount and outside of the right of 
way acquired for a relocation of Route 220 at this 
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re not required for uses of the State· Highway system, 
and it s not necessary to maintain these sections of the old 
Turnp · e, as certified by the Chairman of the State High-
way C mmission, the sale of this land is approved; and the 
Chai an is hereby directed to execute, in the name of tl;te 
Comm nwealth, deed or deeds making conveyance of this land 
to the arties above mentioned in exchange for a considera-
tion o $500.00 per acre. 
'' Mo ion carried. '' 
NO , THEREFORE, this deed further witnesseth that 
the af re said grantor, the Commonwealth of Virginia, act-
ing by and through J . .A. Anderson, Chairman of the State 
Highw y Commission, doth, in consideration of the sum of 
$55.00 hand paid, receipt whereo.f is hereby acknowledged, 
grant nd convey, with special warraniy, unto the' said Bald 
Knob urniture Company, Inc., ihe following described prop-
erty: 
ing at an old iron pipe corner, designated as Corner 
#2 on lat to be hereinafter ref erred to, said beginning point 
being he Northeast corner of the lot originally owned by 
ihe Gr er-Weaver Mfg. Company, and on the Southwest side 
of U. . Highway Route #220 (formerly U. S. Highway 
·#·311) and said beginning point being the identical beginning 
point i the caption description of the property of the Bald 
Knob urniture Company; thence leaving the above described 
beginn ng point and ·1eaving the aforesaid U. S. Highway 
Route #220 and with the boundary line between the lands 
of the eaver Mirror Company (formerly the Greer-Weaver 
Mfg. ompany) and the Bald Knob Furniture Company, S. 
46° 50 W., 51.5 ft. to a point designated as Corner "B" on 
the So thwesterly side of the old Pittsylvania, Franklin and 
Boteto rt Turnpike Company's Right of Way; thence along 
the So thwesterly side of said old Turnpike Right of Way, 
N. 45° 17' 179 ft. to a point being Corner "A" on the South-
wester y side U. S. Highway Route 220 ( formerly U. S. High-
way R ute 311); thence along the said Southwesterly side of 
said S. Highway Rout~ 220 ( 50 ft. wide), S. 61 ° 15' E., 
188 ft. o corner #2 at the place of beginning; containing 0.11 
acre, ore or less; and being a triangular strip or parcel of 
land e braced within the Right of Way of the Old Pittsyl-
vania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company, desig-
nated .s Par·cel # 1,. and shown in .green, on plat of survey· 
made y C. B. Malcolm, State Certified Engineer dated June 
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21st, 1941, photostat. copy of which is attached here-
page 49 } to and made a part of this deed. . 
WITNESS the following signature and seal: 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, 
By ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . (Seal) 
J. A. ANDERSON, 
Chairman State Highway Commission. 
State of Virginia, 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
I, R. Welford Smethie, a Notary Public in and for the city 
aforesaid, in the State of Virginia, do certify that J. A. An-
derson, Chairman, State Highway Commission, whose name 
is signed to the foregoing writing, bearing date on the 2nd 
day of September, 1941, has acknowledged the same before me 
in my City aforesaid. 
My term of office expires August 23rd, 1943. 
Given under. my hand this . . . . day of ............ , 1941. 
.................... ' 
Notary Public. 
page 50} ''OWEN EXHIBIT NO. 9.'' 
THIS DEED, made this 2nd day of September, 1941, by 
and between the Commonwealth of Virginia, acting by and 
through J. A. Anderson, Chairman of the State ffighway Com-
mission, party of the first part, and Weaver Mirror Company, 
Inc., party of the second part, 
WITNESSETH\: THAT WHEREAS the land hereinafter 
described and hereby conveyed is deemed by the Chairman of 
the State Highway Commission to be no longer · necessary 
for the uses of the State Highway System; and 
WHEREAS the Chairman of the State Highway Commis-
sion has certified such fact in writing to the State Highway 
Commission; and 
WHEREAS this conveyance was approved by the State 
Highway Commission by its resolution duly pass~d on the 
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28th da: of August, 1941; and duly recorded in the minutes 
of the s id Commission 41 the following words, all of which 
is done ursuant to that certain Act of the General Assembly,. 
, Cliapter 10, approved February 7th, 1940:. . 
'' Mov d by Mr. Rawls, seconded by Mr. Gilpin, as pro-
vided b . Chapter 10, .. Act approved. February 7th, 1940, that. 
since th ee certain sections of the abandoned 60-ft. right of 
way of the old Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turn-
pike ad acent to the property of the Bald Knob Furniture-
Compa , Inc.-containing approximately 0.11 acre-Weaver 
Mirror ompany,. Inc.-approximately 0.3. acre-and Ira D .. 
Culler approximately 0.22 acre-and lying Northwest of the 
Town o Rocl~y .Mount and outside of the right of way ac-
quired or rel6~ation of Route 220 at this point, are not re-
quired or uses of the State Highway System, and it is not 
necessa to maintain these sections of the old Turnpike, as 
certified by the Chairman of .the State Highway 
page 5 ~ Commission, the sale of this land is approved; ·and 
· the Chairman is hereby directed to execute, in the 
name o the Commonwealth, deed or deeds making conveyance 
of this nd to the parties above mentioned in exchange for a 
conside ation of $500.00 per acre. · 
'°' Mot on carried. '' 
NO THERE~,ORE, this deed further witnesseth that 
the afo esaid grantor, the Commonwealth of Virginia, acting 
by and hrough r A. Anderson, Chairman of the State High-
way Co mission, doth, in consideration of the sum of $150.00 
in hand paid, receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, grant 
and co vey, with special warranty, unto the said .Weaver 
Mirror Company, Inc., the following described property: 
Begi ning at an old iron pipe eorner, designated as Corner 
#2 on lat to be hereinafter referred to, said beginning point 
being t e NortI1east corner of the lot 01,iginally owned by the 
Greer- eaver Mfg. Co. and on the Southwest side of U. S. 
Highw Route #220 (formerly U.S. Highway Route #311) 
and sai beginning point being the identical beginning point 
in the aption description of the property of the Bald Knob 
},urnit re Co. situate ·west of the parcel of land herein de-
scribed thence leaving the above described beginning point 
. and lea ing the aforesaid U. S. Highway Route #220, and 
with th boundary line between the lands of th.e Weaver Mirror 
Co~ (fo erly Greer-·weaver Mfg. Company) and the Bald 
Knob nrniture Company, S. 46° 50' W., 51.5 ft. to a point 
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designated as Corner "B" on the Southwesterly side of the 
Old Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company 
Right of Way; thence along the Southwesterly side of said old 
Turnpike Right of Way, S. 45° 17' E., 227 ft. to a point being 
· Corner '' C '' on the Southeasterly outside boundary line of the 
property of the Weaver Mirror Company; thence along the 
said Southeasterly outside boundary line of the property of 
said \Veaver Mirror Company, N. 36° 00' E., 60. 7 ft. to a point 
on the Northeasterly side of ·aforesaid old Turnpike Right of 
Way designated as Corner "D" (this Corner "D" is s.· 36° 
00' W., 52 ft. from the Southwesterly side of U. S. Highway 
Route #220); thence along. the Northeasterly side of afore-
said,old Turnpike Right of Way (60 ft. wide), N. 45° 17' W., 
186 ft. to a point on the Southwesterly side of U. S. 
page 52 ~ Highway Route #220 ( said point being designated 
,as Corner '' E' ') ; thence along the Southwesterly 
side of U. S. Highway Route #220 (50 ft. wide), N. 61 ° 15' 
W., 30 ft. to the place of beginning; containing 0.3 acre, more 
or less; and being designated as Parcel #2, and shown in 
blue, on photostat copy of plat prepared by C. B. Malcolm, 
State Certified Engineer, dated June 21st, 1941, which is at-
tached hereto and made a part of this deed. 
WITNESS the following signature and seal: 
COMMONWEALTH OF ;vIRGINIA, 
By .................................. (Seal) 
J. A. ANDERSON, · 
Chairman State Highway Commission.· 
State of Virginia, 1.·' • 
9ity of Richmond, To-Wit: 
I, R. Welford Sm~thie, a Notary Public in and for the City 
· aforesaid, in the State of Virginia, do certify that J . .A.. An-
derson, Chairman, State Hi.ghway Commission, whose name 
is signed to the f~regoing writing, bearing date on the 2nd 
day of September, 1941, has acknowledged the same before 
me in my City aforesaid. 
. My term of office expires .August 23rd, 1943. 
Given under my hand this .... day of ........ , 
page 53 ~ 1941. 
.................... ' 
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"OWEN EXHIBIT NO. 10." 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS. 
RICHMOND. 
Massie, Washington, 
er Truxton, Norfolk, 
. East, R. F. D. No. 5, 
ton, Va. 
ilmer, Norton, Va. 
H. G. Shirley, Commissioner. 
C. S. ~11llen, Chief Engineer. 
F. D. Henley, Right of Way 
Engineer. 
E. F. Appel, Purchasing 
Agent . 
C. J. Allard, Auditor. 
J. F. Hall, Counsel. 
In Reply Refer to 
Project No. 
Route No ..... 
e Pittsylvania, Franklin & Botetourt Turnpike. 
April 17, 1931. 
~ Attention: Mr. F. D. Henley, Engineer, Rights 
of Way. 
Con erning the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt turn-
pike I ~rewith enclose the following: 
Exe rpt from an Act incorporating the Pittsylvania, Frank-
lin an Botetourt Turnpike Company, passed February 20, 
1838. 
Exe rpt from an amendatory Act, passed April 7, 1838. 
Cop of an Act, passed January 14, 1853. 
A m p . of this. road filed in the Archives Department of 
the St te Library is designated thereon as, '' A map of the 
prop~s d. Turnpike road from Danville, by way of Big Lick, 
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to Fincastle, C. Crozet, P. Engr. of Va. surveyed by W. B. 
Thompson, Pr. Asst. Engr., assisted by John T. Brown, 1838,-
Scale 1 inch to 1 mile. '' 
Pittsy.lvania County records: 
On .April 20, 1840 ( Order Book 35, page 289), commissioners 
were appointed to '' ascertain the amount of damage done 
the proprietors of the land through which the turnpike road 
passes over the White Oak mountain and report thereof to 
the next court''. 
NOTE :-I found no record of the return of this report. 
Under date of June 15, 1840 (Order Book 35, page 324), 
"Commissioners appointed to view the 3rd and· 4th sections ( of 
nve miles each) of said Turnpike, make report, and '' it is con-
sidered by the court that the said 3rd and 4th sections have 
been completed according to contract. 
WIDTH UNCERTAIN-CLAIM 60 ft. 
Under date of Dec. 21, 1840 (Order Book 36, page 
page 55 } 88), commissioners report that the 5th, 6th and 7th 
Sections, of :five miles each, of said Turnpike, com-
mencing at Gregory's and ending at the Franklin line, have 
been completed according to contract and the law, which re-
port is confirmed by the court. 
Franklin County records. 
Sept ..... , 1839 (Minute Book of the County Court), com-
missioners who had been appointed to assess the damages . 
sustained by Fowler, John Naf~, Jemima Teel and Peter Boon 
on account of the opening of said Turnpike road through their. 
lands made their report, which was confirmed and ordered 
to be recorded. It is recorded that said commissioners '' re-
ported verbally that they were requested by the said Fowler 
& N af e not to assess any damages on their land as they re-
linquished all claim to any damages.'' 
-
Note :-The Clerk of the Court has promised to make search 
of the old files (which are in great disorder) and forward 
certified copy of this Commissioners report, if the same can 
be found. 
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e County reeo.rds .. 
Order of Sept. 20, 1841 ( Otder Book 'B' '', page 127), con-
:firms re ort of commissioners assessing '' damages occasioned 
to the I ds of Michael Stover by the opening of sai.d Turn-
pike thr ugh his lands. 
NOT :. Upon search of the proper files therefor, this re-
port co Id not be found. 
July 3, 1840..(-0r~er Bo.ok 18.39-46, page 68), the reports 
of Co . ssioners assessing damages to lands of Abraham 
Gish, St phen Sands, Peter Nininger, Mary Delzell and Hugh 
F. Delz 1 are_ confirmed. These reports, dated June 16, 1840~ 
. do not s ate the width of the land condemned. 
The charter of this company requires as effect-
page 56 ~ ually as though specially recited therein, that it 
'' make the said road in every part thereof, sixty 
feet wi e at least,'' and in the absence of any proof to the 




(Enc osures with Boggess Title and Part of Exhibit 10 con-
tinued) 
e Pittsylvania, Franklin & Botetourt Turnpike 
Acts 1838, p. 118 
Chap 165.-An Act to amend an, act, entitled, "an act in- . 
corpor ting the Pittsylvania, Franklin and· Botetourt turn-
pike co pany ~'' 
(Passed April 7, 1838.) 
• • . . • • 
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2. Be it further enacted, That whenever share to the amount 
of five thousand dollars shall have been subscribed, the sub-
scribers, their executors, administrators and assig-ns shall be, 
and are hereby incorporated into a company, by the name and 
style of ''The Pittsylvania., Franklin and Botetourt turnpike 
company, '' subject· to the provisions of the act, entitled, '' an 
act prescribing certain general regulations for the incorpora-
tion of turnpike companies,'' except so far as may be other-
wise herein ,provided. · · 
• • * 
page 57 ~ 4. Be it further enacted, That if said road shall 
not be completed within the period prescribed, the 
right of the company shall be forfeited only in relation to so 
much thereof as may not have been completed. 
5. Be it further enacted, That so much of said act as au-
thorizes a branch of said road from Lewis Harvey's in Bote-
tourt, to Salem, be, and the same is hereby repealed . 
• • • 
Franklin County. 
We, Nathaniel H. Claiborn, Henry Carper, Thomas · R 
Greer &Benjamin Price free holders appointed by an order of 
· the County Court of Franklin for the purposes of ascertain-
ing the damages which would be sustained by Jemima Teel the 
proprietor of certain lands in said county through which a 
certain Turnpike Company called and styled the Pittsylvania, 
Franklin Botetourt Turnpike Company propose to open a 
Turnpike road, do hereby certify that we met together on the 
land aforesaid on the 21st day of August, 1839, .the 
pag·e 58 ~ day appointed therefor by the said order and that 
having been first duly sworn, and having viewed 
the premises, we proceeded to estimate the quantity and 
· quality of the land aforesaid which would l>e occupied by said 
road; the quantity of additional fencing which would prob-
ably be occasioned thereby and.all other inconveniences which 
seemed to us likely to result therefrom to the said land., that 
we combined with these considerations as far as we could, a 
just regard to the advantages which would be derived hy the 
proprietor of the said land from opening the said turnpike 
road throug·h the same. That under the influence of these 
considerations we have estimated the dam.ages aforesaid at 
the sum Fifty Dollars ( $50.00). 
60 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Give under our hands and seals this 21st day of August, 
1889. 









Cou ty of Franklin, to-wit: 
I, M ses Greer, a Justice of the peace for said county do 
hereby certify that the within named free holders before they 
entere on their duties as by them is within certified were 
solemn y sworn before me that they would impartially and 
justly o the best of their ability ascertain the damages which 
would e sustained by the within named Jemima Teel from 
the opening of the within mentioned Turnpike 
~ Road through her land and that they would certify 
truly their proceedings thereupon to the Court of 
county. 
under my hand the 21st day of August, 1839. 
MOSES GREER, J. P . 
.A copy teste, 
T. W. CARPER, Clerk. 
And ow on this day, to-wit: Circuit Court of Pittsylvania 
Ooun , Virginia, on the 1st day of April, in the year A. D. 
1948. 
Virgin a 
In the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County. 
James A . .Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of "V'ir-gi . 
v. 
The Ci of Danville, et als. 
,., I 
/ 
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PETITION OF WALTER L. BROWN AND LUCj" A. 
BROWN, HIS WIFE. 
page 60 ~ To the Honorable Kennon C. Whittle, Judge of 
said Court: 
Your petitioners., Walter L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown·, his 
wife, respectfully represent unto your Honor that they are 
the owners of a tract of land containing· 26 acres, more or 
less, fronting on the western side of the Danville-Franklin 
Turnpike in Tunstall Magisterial District, Pittsylvania 
County, Virginia; that a question has been raised in -the above 
styled proceeding· for declaratory judgment, now pending in 
your Honor's Court, as to the width of said Danville-Franklin 
Turnpike, now designated as State Highway No. 41, so that 
the title to that portion of petitioners' said tract of land front-
ing immediately on· the western side of said Highway and · 
claimed by petitioners is vitally involved; that should the . 
Court decide in said proceeding that said Highway is 60 .feet 
in width and that the State Highway Department is entitled 
to claim a right of way over a 60-foot strip of land running 
through or adjacent to petitioners' property, petitioners will 
be deprived of both title to and possession of land which they 
have continuously claimed and occupied, and which has been 
· continuously claimed and occupied by their predecessors in 
their chain of title; that if it is determined that the width of 
said Highway is 24 feet or 30 feet, said State Highway De-
partment will acquire, by purchase or condemnation proceed-
ings, a valuable strip of land owned by your petitioners and 
lying adjacent to said Highway; that petitioners claim and 
here assert that neither the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Bote-
tourt Turnpike Company nor the State of Virginia has ever 
acquired, by purchase or condemnation proceedings, a 60-foot · 
right of way for said Danville-Franklin Turnpike. (now State 
Highway No. 41) and that a 60-foot right of way 
page 61 ~ has never been dedicated by adjoining property 
• owners and accepted by said Pittsylvania, Frank-
lin B'otetourt Turnpike Company or the State of Virginia; 
that the width of said highway along the portion. thereof in• 
volved in said proceeding is 24 feet by reason of user, with 
a possible maximum width of 30 feet in view of the support.-
ing Virginia statute known as Virginia Code Section 2089 
(32); and that petitioners are entitled to intervene in said 
proceeding and become parties thereto so that their interests 
may be fully protected. 
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EFORE~ your petitioners pray unto your Honor 
that the may be allowed to intervene in the above styled pro-
ceeding and be made parties defendant thereto., and that a 
proper rder or decree may be entered declaring and adjudi-
cating t at tlie right of way of th~ Commonwealth of Virginia 
, along· s id Danville-Franklin Turnpike (State Highway 41) 
for the ortion thereof involved in this p~oceeding is 24 feet 
in widt by reason of the use of said land for said highway 
purpos s or, in the alternative, that said right of way is 30 
feet in idth by reason of the use of a portion thereof as to 
width f r highway purposes and by virtue of Virginia Code 
Section 2039 ( 32). 
And our petitioners will ever pray, etc. 
WALTER L. BROWN 




} And now on this day, to-wit: Circuit Court of 
Pittsylvania County, Virginia, on the 5th day of 
April, 948. · 
In t e Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia . 
ginia 
'V. 
. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Vir-
City of Danville, et al. 
OBJE TION TO FILING OF PETITION OF WALTER L: 
AND LUCY A. BROWN. 
onorable Kennon C. Whittle, Judge: 
Jam s A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Vir-· 
ginia, omes and says that the said "'\\Talter L. Brown and 
Lucy . Brown, his wife, shoulq. not be permitted to file their 
petitio and become a party to this cause, and says as his 
reason as follows : . 
That it is the intention of the Virginia Department of High-
ways t construct and reconstruct Highway No. 41 at the 
point entioned in the original bill and petition filed in this 
cause nd over the lands of Walter L. and Lucy A. Brown, 
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and at which said point the said Highway will be 80 feet wide 
and it is admitted that the said Highway Department and its 
commissioner will have to pay a fair amount for the land. and 
any damages to the residue of the property owned 'by Walter 
L. and Lucy A. Brown, and there is no dispute as to this, the 
only dispute being the amount of compensation that should 
, be paid. . 
page 63 ~ That pursuant to Section 1969j(4) it is right and 
proper for the Department of Highways to proceed 
with the construction of highways and within sixty days after 
the · completion thereof., if the commissioner and owner or 
owners are unable to agree as to compensation and damages, 
if any, the commissioner shalll institute condemnation proceed-
irtgs as provided by law; and that the commissioner has com-
plied with all provisions of Section 1969j ( 4) and is .actually 
constructing the said highway on said premises. 
And there is no actual controversy existing between Walter 
L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown so as to permit them to come 
into the present pending suit of James A. Anderson, State 
Highway Commissioner of Virginia against the City of Dan-
ville and the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, and 
there is an actual controversy between said parties extending 
over the entire length of the highway and that controversy is 
whether or not the Department of Highways shall pay the 
costs of removal of poles or whether it shall be paid by the 
City of Danville and the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company. 
That since no actual controversy exists between the said 
Walter L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown nothing could be accom-
plished by their entering into the present litigation; that there 
are numerous other property owners along the right of way 
and to permit one to come in that is not actually involved 
. in the . controversy existing between the· present parties liti-
g·ant would not be in accord with the statute providing for 
declaratory judgn1ent in which an actual controversy must 
exist. · 
Further under Section 1969j ( 4) if the said Walter L. Brown 
and Lucy A. Brown cannot come to· an agreement as to dam-
ages, then a separate and distinct action would have to be 
had to· determine the matters in controversy; namely, con-
demnation or eminent domain proceedings. 
page 64 ~ That the said James A. Anderson, State High-
way Commissioner of Virginia, further says that 
this proceeding has been pending for a considerable length 
of time, all of the depositions and evidence have been taken, 
argument has been made before the Court and written Qrief~ 
filed with the Court, ·and to permit a party at this time to 
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come i to this proceeding would in effect reopen the whole 
matter as to pleadings, evidence and arguments. 
Fur her the said James A. Anderson, State Highway Com-
missio er of Virginia says that the said Walter L. Brown 
and.L cy A. ~rown do not set out in th~ir petition that the 
City o Danville or the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany ave ever received from the said Walter L. Brown and 
Lucy . Brown or any of their predecessors in title any right 
of wa or permission to construct its power and telephone 
lines ross the property alleged to be owned by Walter L. 
Bro and Lucy A. Brown, and for said reason have not as-
serted any right or grounds for coming in as party to this 
dause. · 
IN ONSIDERATION WHEREOF, your petitioner prays 
that t e said Walter L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown be ex-
cluded as parties to this proceeding. 
JAMES A. ANDERSON, 
State Highway. Commissioner 
By LANGHORNE JONES 
. LANGHORNE JONES 
Attorney at Law 
CHATHAM, VA. 
Atty . 
April 8, 1948 
Crews nd Clement 
Atto ys at Law 
Dan · e, Virginia 
Gentle en: 
In re : State Highway Commissioner 
v. 
The City of Danville., et als. 
I a writing you relative to certain pictures which you 
hande me in Chatham requesting that I consent to letting 
them e -filed as exhibits in the above styled case. 
Afte going over the pictures and consulting with the en-
~eer , and in view of the position that we are taking in 
this c e, namely: that each sectiQn of .the road stands on its 
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own footing, and that we are now concerned with a section 
approximately 3.75 miles from the intersection of Route 41 
and alternate Route 29, we feel that the evidence should be 
confined to this section so far as the width and location of 
the road is concerned. 
Your exhibits which are marked on the back, "Defendant's 
Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5'' are clearly beyond the present right 
of way in question. . · 
To definitely check these pictures and location of the road, 
it would require the engineers to go on the property, taking 
both the old map or-the Ftarrklin 'i'mnpiire together with the 
new map of Franklin Turnpike or Route 41 and compare them 
to see if this is the same location, and we feel that this would 
·open up the case and call for a considerable amount of new 
-evidence after the suit has proceeded to the point of argu-
ment before the court. 
As to Exhibit No. 1 this is right in the mouth or forks of 
the intersection of Alternate 29 and Route 41, and after talk-
ing to the engineers, they seem to think that the trees are 
located considerably further away from ·the road than is 
shown by the pictures, and at this particular point there is 
considerable widening of the road and right of way, and I 
believe we have .secured ~ deed from adjacent landowners, 
that it would be found that this tree is within the rig·ht of way 
owned by the Commonwealth. 
I am taking this from a statement made by one of the en-
gineers though he was not absolutely certain. The reason 
for this was that when Route 29 was located, there was ac-
quired a very wide strip of land in a '' Y'' shape so as to pre-
pare for the time when this road would be widened and re-
-0onstructed. 
For the reasons above, I believe that we will have to object 
to the filing of thef::!e pictures. I could see no rea-
page 64b} son, however, ,why it would not ·be proper for the 
. Judge, if he desired to actually look at the land, 
to drive over the proj(3ct which would eliminate any objection 
that you could have in regard to the pictures. 
With kind regards, I am 
Very truly yours, 
LANGHORNE JONES 
LJ:APC 
cc: Honorable Kennon C. Whittle · 
Martinsville, Virgull.8: 
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page 65 ~ And now on this day, to-wit: Circuit Court or 
Pittsylvania County, on the 12th day of May,, 1948'-
Virginia: 
n the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County .. 
State H ghway Commission of Virginia, complainant 
of Danville and others, respondents 
MEMO OF DECISION .. 
This roceeding was started by a bill and petition filed by 
the Sta e Highway Commissioner praying fo1· a declaratory 
judgme t as provided by Section 6140a and other ACTS 
amenda ory ther~to on account -of certain controversies in-
volving the right to 1·eal estate, or rather an easement over. 
real est te, between· the Commissioner and the City of Dan-
ville .. 
This ill was filed September 8th, 194 7, and on December 
19th, 19 7, the~ Telephone and Telegraph Company 
filed its petition requesting that it be permitted to intervene 
in the s it., and by consent of parties, they were admitted as 
a party efendant. 
The epositions in the case were concluded, and with the 
exception that no briefs had been filed, the case 
~ was submitted to the Court for decision on March 
26th, 1948, on which day Walter L. Brown and 
Lucy A Brown filed, with the Court, their petition 'for admis-
sion as arties defendant to the suit. The filing of this peti-
tion wa objected to by the Comniisisoner upon the ground 
that pr of had been completed and' the case submitted for dc-
cision·a d that the filing of the petition came too late. These 
petitio rs answered these objections by st~ting that they 
would est their case upon the record and depositions taken 
and wo l,d. off er no further evidence, and w~uld in no way 
delay e suit. Accordingly they were permitted to intervene. 
The uest~on for .decisio~ in this case deals with. the ~h 
of that portion of State Highway Number 41, designated as· 
Project 1023-D by the Department ofH1ghways."""" The length 
of this roject is 3% miles approximately, and commences at 
a point near the intersection of State Route 29 and Route 41, 
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and from this point, it extends approximately 31h miles North-
west. 
The Highway Commissioner claims that the easement -or 
right of__way over this project is 60 feet in width, and·th~ 
three respondents contenc;l"tliat at the most, the right of way is 
o:g]y ~get wide. 
The Highway Commissioner contends that said road 
_(Project 1023-D) and every part thereof is a part or parcel 
of a road which was constructed and operated by the Pittsyl-
vania, Franklin, and Botetourt Turnpike Company. · This 
was a company chartered by the General Assem-
pag·e 67 ~ bly of Virginia in an .Act passed on February 
20th, 1838. 
On September 7th, 1817, the General Assembly of Virginia 
passed '' an Act prescribing Certain General Rules of In-
corporation of Turnpike Companies''. This was Chapter 
38, Acts of 1817~ 
This latter Act provides: .. i. 
I; :'i 
''that whenever it may be deemed expedient for the General 
.Assembly to grant a Charter for the incorporation of a com-
pany to make a turnpike r·oad., and an .Act shall ~ass 
the General Assembly for sucn purpose, the following gen-
eral provision.s shall be deemed and taken to be a part of 
said Chapter or .Acts of Incorporation, to the same effect 
as if the same were expressly re-enacted in reference to. any. 
such Charter or Act.'' 
·1 
Section 14 of the Act of 1817 (the General Turnpike Act) 
provides : · · · · 
.: · .... 
"be it further enacted, that the President and Directors 
shall construct bridges over all water courses crossing 'the 
, said road when the same shall be found necessary, and shall ~ ®fl:lrn the road and even' part +be:ceaf 60 feet wide at Jeasi;J 
~,, eighteen (18) feet of which shall be covered with gravel"or 
stone when necessary, and at all times kept firm and smooth, 
·etc. * * e and on each side or part so to be made and pre-
served, they shall clear out a summer road-18...feet wide and 
keep the same always in good repair, etc., etc.,'' 
. : .. . ) I; : 
The Act of 1838 in which this Turnpike Company was char:.. 
tered was passed in pursuance of the General Turnpike Act 
of 1817. . . 
. : .I;.)• 
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The Highway Commissioner contends that: 
'' it is alleged and contended by your petitioner and com-
plaina t that the Act of 1817 is mandatory; that all Turnpike 
cbmpa ies should have a right of ,way at least 60 feet al-
though in some instances the Legislature had a 1·ight to pro-
vide w at portion of said road should actually be worked and 
o_lea;re and that the Act of 1838, filed as Exhibit 'A', incor-
porati g the Pittsylvania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike 
Oompa y, permitted the company to dispense with the sum-
mer or side roads and were not required to pave or cover the 
road "th stone or gravel a~d were not required to clear the 
same ider than 40 feet; yet it did not change the general 
law m king it mandatory that the road be 60 feet at least 
wide.'' · 
It is urther· alleged by the Highway Commissioner that the 
Turnp · e in question was built and operated by the company 
in que tion, and there are cited and filed many Court orders, 
taken rom the Clerk's Office of this Court, to show that the 
law w s -complied with ~lly. It is further alleged that 
after·t is Turnpike company ceased to operate that its road, 
as wel as other turnpike roads., were taken over by the vari-
ous co nties in the Commonwealth through which they ran, 
and w re later absorbed into the State system, under more 
recent aw. 
The e is no contention that the Turnpike was not duly 
operat d under the Act of 1838 and J;he General Act of 1817; 
there · s no denial that this particular project, here under 
consid ration, was a par.t of this Turnpike road, and that the 
center line thereof is · as presently located, but 
page 6 ~ there is vigorous denial thaf by virtue of the Gen-
eral Act of 1817 the Commonwealth now owns a 
oot nt along-the-een~_of this highw~~-<>~ ~ 
it own a 40 foot easement, by virtue of the Act~ February 
20th, 1 38. • 
It is dmitted that two of the respondents, the City of Dan-
ville, a d the Telephone Company have purchased rights Qf 
way fr m abutting landowners on this section of the road, for 
the pu ose of erecting td.ePh.Qne poles and eleGt-Pie--pewer 
poles ereon. It is furtber -admitted in the pleadings that 
these· bjects have been removed from this 60 foot strip of 
land. cl imed ~ by the Hig·hway Commissioner on behalf of the · 
.Comm nwealth. and that the real question for decision here. 
is, for ractical purposes : "WJio is t0 pay fer the expense of 
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to, but off of, the 60 foot right of way claimed by the. Com-
monwealth Y , 
The respondents, Walter R. and Lucy A. Brown, are inter-
ested, we presume, for the reason that if the right of way or 
easement over their property is not owned py the Highway 
Department, then they will expect pay from the Common~ 
wealth for the taking thereof. 
It is true that it does not appea·r in the record, that the 
Turnpike Company:, the County of Pittsylvania, or the High-
way Department ever _used more than thirty (30) feet along 
the center line of this project. .... 
page 70 ~ Exhibit Dis a report of the Commissioner, dated 
· September 11th, 1839, taken from the records of 
the Clerk's Office of this Court, and deals with the first sec-
tion of five miles of this Turnpike. This report reads in part 
.as follows: 
''We find the said section of the road completed in good 
:style not less in our opinion than tweu±y-four feet wide, nor 
any place exceeding a grade of four degrees. vY e also report 
the said section as furnishing·a good turnpike road, fully com-
pleted, ready for travel; all of which is respectfully sub~ 
mitted t(? the County· Court of Pittsylvania, etc.'' 
There is evidence of two witnesses taken on behalf of the 
Highway Commissioner. Mr. Charles E. Owen, Jr., Senior 
Highway Engineer, testifies that the ancient maps found in 
the Archives Division show only the center line of this road, 
.and do not show the width of the_road, but it is admitted that 
the center line is properly located. Mr. Owen throws no light 
on th~ width of the road actually used. Neither do the Ex-
hibits filed by him, except Exhibit "D'' above quoted. 
The other witness introduced, Mr. ,T. D. Carter, a civil 
Engineer of public works for the town of Chatham, states 
that he was with the Highway Department from 1920 to 1932, 
that this particular section of road was under his direct 
eharge while be was local Highway Engineer for Pittsyl-· 
vania County., and '' There always· was a question 
page 71 ~ as to the exact width (of the right of way), vary-
ing from 66 feet to 132 feet. However, the County, 
we maintained only a 30 foot right of way.'' 
This questio;n was asked Mr. Carter: "Q. On what did you 
base your assumption that it was 66 feet and overt'' 
To this, he answered: '' A. From various old inhabitants 
along the road who reported that the old turnpike had a 66 
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foot rig t of way and some others maintained that we bad a 
132 foot right of way." · 
· So fa as I recall, no other statement of any witness and 
no othe exhibit filed, except as herein ref erred to, deal in 
any wa with the width of the actual right of way or ease,... 
ment us d at any time. 
Now, n the light of the proof in this case, we have the High- · 
way Co issioner claiming a sixty (60) foot easement on 
this sec ion of road, by virtue of the Ge. neral Turnpik~~ct 
<J Qf...1817 and we hav. e the thr.ee-xesponde.n. __ ts_c_QJ.ltending<Uhat O' • t lQil.-ge in· the Com1!!.9n-wealth h. · WOO.)_ iooLeasement::-"that The burden of 
proof i on the ComJll():q,we.alth" to show the ;width nf the -
road an that this width is to.beJimit.e.a:Io .... the-pr.oaf of act:JWl 
-w~~i:11 as it was ;used by the Turl\Pike Comparty, ana ~-c-
ond, y the County, of Pittsylvania, and 'tbiia, by the High-
way C mmissioner, when the road was taken over by the 
Commonwealth. 
page 7 } This Turnpike, as laid out, ran through the 
County of .Franklin, and the Commissioner put into 
the rec rd in this case three deeds of release date 2nd of Sep·-
tember, 1941; one between the Highway Departm!3nt and 
Bald ob Furniture Company, Inc., tl;ie second between the 
Highw y Department and Weaver Mirror Company,. Inc., and 
the thi d between the Hig·hway Department and one Ira D. 
Culler. These release deeds purported to release unto these 
grante s any rig·ht the Commonwealth had in this long since 
abando ed portion of this Turnpike road. 
The ourt could not see the relevancy of these exhibits un-
less th Commissioner inte~ded to lay claim to all rights of 
way a d easements acquired by Turnpike Companies over 
the Co onwealth of Virginia generally whether said roads 
had be n abandoned or not. 
: Ther fore o~ .April 2nd, 1948, the following inquiry was 
mad~ o the Attorney for the Highway Department: 
~ 
''Do s the Highway Department contend that tliey owns. 
easeme ts covered by the Turnpike companies·? ln that 
event, and titles all over the State of Virginia would be af-
fected. It is a matter of common knowledg:e that these turn-
pike ro ds ran, generally, over the State. The original road-
bed of ome of them, in fact, most of them, have never been 
taken i to the Highway System, and I would like to know the 
answer to the foregoing question; that is, whether or not the 
.J?epart ent is claiming titl~ to the easements which have 
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long since been abandoned or have never been used by the 
Commonwealth?'.' 
The answer to this inquiry was made to the Court on April 
9th, 1948., as follows : · 
pag~ 73 · ~ '' The Court refers to certain deeds from the 
Highway Department quit claiming its interest in 
abandoning the Turnpike in Franklin County. • 
ff· The complainant represents to the Court that it is not 
the contention of the State that it has ~ to...alLthe_Turn-
pike roads, but only such of the turnpike roacts as were taken . 
over f;l,nd worked by the counties in accordance with law and · 
subsequently, by Act of the General Assembly, transferred to 
the State Highway Department. 
t1 And further it is contended that ea0-h ease would have to 
stand on its owii. m·erits, even with the Franklin Turnpike in 
question. ' . . 
t~· 1e contention of the complainant that there ,wa~ a 
edicatio .to .the- publio-b3l--thc _liwdowners when .tb.e_turn-
p·~ere estab!ishe.d, and thattliis dedication ~as .ai 6Q7nQt 
right orway:--When the turnpikes ceased to operate,soµie 
of tliese roads-were continued to be operated arid workeq by 
the counties under authority of an Act passed by the General 
Assembly of Virginia 1875-6, Page 29, Chapter 39, and ,some 
of these roads-were never worked or taken into the. County 
System of Roads. 
1( Those turnpikes which were never taken into the County 
System of Roads went back to the abutting landowners, as 
· the public bad only acquired an easement and not a fee simple 
title." • * * 
t\ '''In other words it would have to be shown to the Court in 
each particular case which is presented, the following mat-
ters: · 
'' ( 1) The location of the original Turnpike. · 
(2) The' conthmed working of the Turnpike by the County 
in which it was located. -
(3) That the present rotl{Lis....maintained on the origin~! . 
location of the Turnpike. 
fl If these three requirements are met in each instance, then 
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the St te or Highway Department would have an easement 
overt eland 60 feet in accordance with the Act of 1817." 
As heretofore stated it is not denied· that the 
center line of the project here under consideration 
is the correct center line of the Turnpike originally built. 
This f ct is proven and undisputed. ' 
It c nnot be denied that the General. Turnpike Act of 1817 
requir d the company organized by the Act of 1838 to 9' 
a righ of way sixty (60) feet in width i. e., ''in every part 
~hereo , sixty feet wide at least.'' 
, It i argue_d that the Act of 1838 only required the right 
of. wa to be clea_red forty ( 40) feet, but th_j.~. requirement 
faijs do away with the mandate of the General Act of 1817. 
U-II:µist.Jlej~~CL.t.rllat.l.W.·~· g.Jl~ll-t-wft's A ro e ·r the then own~1wJhe_la.nd, ilu:o.ugh ~ / ch the Turnpike Road ran. e aw proviqed neces~ary 
,-- for the _acquisition .of this easement, and tbe records 
in the lerk 's Office show that this Turnpike project was con-
clu e according to law. · · ' ~ 
Oer m y, . eref ore, the Turnpike Company held this ease-
ment overing sixty (60) feet. It .would be presumed tha.t_tbe 
prope ty owners grauteil tba easement, even in the absence of 
proof, when it is shown tiiat the road was built by virtue 'of 
these cts, and certainly the building of the road is an ac-
cepta ce of the easement. Thus covering the necessary re-
quirements of a gi:ant and an acceptance. 
5} Then if the Turnpike Company had this ease-
ment, it follows that the County later acquired it 
Uy, it passed to the Commonwealth, these various 
re not in dispute. 
It ust follow then, that it the Commonwealth acquired 
this s· ty 0(60) foot easement, that she now owns the Sf\me 
unless her rights therein have been legally relinquished; and 
the bu den of showing this is upon those who assert it. (Sipe 
v. All y, 117 Va. P. ·s19.) The mere fact that the Common-
wealt has nqt seeIUit,__until now, to useJhe entire si~ (60.) 
feet d es not show abandonment. The length of time that 
the ea ement has been own·ed and-unused-makes BO-diffeFEmee. v The s te cannot~ compelled to use the same until it sees 
fit. T e Statute of Limitations does not run against the Com-
monw alth. · 
It is argued that a decision of this case in favor of the eom-
plaina t will cause great hardship, and will upset land titles 
. I 
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generally. I think this beside the point. The Commonwealth 
owns this easement and is only asserting a claim to what she 
owns. The fact that parties have encroached on the property 
oannot create a presumption of abandonment; andany en-
croachment is done at their own peril. As a railroad crossing 
is a proclamation of danger to the traveler who approaches 
it, so is a public road a proclamation of danger to one who 
:abstracts titles or to a prospective ·purchaser of prop-e;rty 
bordering a highway. The rights of the State in the highway 
should be ascertained. . . 
page 76 ~ .As seen befqre, the Highway Commissioner is 
laying no claim. to old Turnpike Roads long ehioe 
.abandoned, these roads go back to<the landowners who granted 
the easement or their successors in title;· the Commonwealth 
does not own the fee in the roads but only an easement. 
The Commissioner goes claim however, and I think right-
fully so, that where the center line of a Turnpike road, estab-
lished under the General Turnpike Act of 1817, can be located 
:as in this case, and where the road has been in constant use 
and has come down to the Commonwealth as shown here, than 
in that event, the State owns an easement sixty (60) feet wide, 
unless of course, it can be shown that such easement has been 
legally relinquished and as stated above, this burden of proof 
rests uppn him who claims it, 
A decree can be submitted carrying into effect the ruling 
'Of the Court. This decree shall firijt be shown ·to attorney$ 
for respondents in order that they may insert therein mattera 
necessary for an · appeal .. 
M·ay loth, 1948. 
KENNON C. WHIT·TLE 
Judge 
page 77 } And now on this day, to-wit : Circuit Court of 
Pittsylvania Co~nty, on Monday, May 24, 1948 t 
In the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, Virginia. 
James A. Anderson, State · Highwa.y Commissioner of Vir-
City of Danville, a Muncipal Corporation, and Director of 
Water, Gas and Electric Department of Danville, American. 
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Telep one and Telegraph Company, a corporation, and 
W alte L. Brown and Lucy A. B~own 
DECREE .. 
This c use came on this day to be heard on the bill a-nd peti-
tion file by James A: Anderson, S~ate Highway Commis-
sioner o Virginia, for a declaratory judgment under Section 
6140a o the Code of Virginia· and Acts amendatory thereto 
togethe with the e~lrlbits filed therewith; the process issued 
thereon and duly served oil E. E. Carter, Mayor of the City 
of Dan ille and Edd Hawkins, Jr., Dire~tor of Water, Gas. 
and Ele tric Department of the City of Danville on August 
.27, 194 7 the answer filed on behalf of the City of Danville,. 
duly m tured at rules and set for hearing as to the City of 
Danvill , the petition -filed on behalf of the American Tele-
phone d Telegraph Company to intervene as a party de-
fendant as well as the 01·der entered on December 19, 1.947,. · 
allowin the said American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany to intervene and become a party defendant to said bill 
and which said petition is. also considered by the 
page 7 ~ Court as a.n answer of said American Telephone 
and Telegraph .Company; and the petition :filed on 
behalf f Walter L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown to intervene 
and bee me a party defendant to this bill, to which there was 
an obje tion by the complainant and the Court doth permit 
said W lter L. Brown and Lucy A. Brown to become parties 
defend t to this cause, an<} which petition. is likewise ·con-
sidered as an answer; the depositions taken on behalf of the 
compla· ant on November 26, 1947, pursuant to notice to the 
City of anville and Director of Water, Gas and Electric De-
partme t of Danville which were the only parties to this cause 
at said time, the depositions taken on February 13, 1948, on 
behalf f complainant by and with consent of the defendants, 
the Cit of Danville and Director of Water, Gas and Electric 
Depart ent of Danville and the Ameri~.an Telephone and 
Telegr ph Company, they being the only parties to said cause 
when t ken, and· the exhibits marked exhibits Court Order 
."A".,' B" and "0" filed ·by leave of Court on behalf of the 
compla nant, as well as the exhibits marked defendant's ex-
hibits mbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 filed over the objections of the 
compla ant as set out in a copy of a letter of April 8, 1948,' 
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addressed to Crews & Clement, Attorneys, and was argued on 
February 26, 1948, and the Court having taken time to con-
sider. · 
UPON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF, and it appearing 
to the Court from the pleadings, depositions and exhibits filed 
in this cause, that an actual controversy exists between the 
State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, the complainant, 
and the City of Danville and the other defendants to this cause 
as to the width of that portion of State Highway No. 41 desig-
. nated as Project 1023-D by the Department · of 
page 79 ~ Highways, the length of which project is approxi-
mately 3% miles ·commencing at a point near tte 
intersection of State Route No. 29 and Route No .. 41 and at 
this point extending approximately 3% miles northwest. That 
the case is a proper case for decision pursuant to Section 
6140a of the Code of Virginia . 
. And it further appearing to the Court for reasons set out 
in the Memorandum of Decision filed with the papers in this 
cause on the 12th day of May, 1948, that the General Turn-
pike Act of September 7, 1817~ Chapter 38 of the.Acts of Gen-~ 
eral Assembly of 1817, required all turnpike companies or ea.A.~ 
ganized to secure a right of way for its road .. '.'to. be in every r:--· 
part thereof, sixty feet wide at least", and that the Pittsyl- .,_ 
vania, Franklin and Botetourt Turnpike Company chartere 
by the Acts of Assembly of 1838 acquired a right of. way an 
easement over the property and along the route as· set out in 
this cause as Project 1023-D State Highway No. 41, from a 
point commencing near the· intersection of Route No. ·29 and 
.Route No. 41 and extending· in a northwest direction approxi-
mately 3 1/2 miles, and that the said road was subsequently 
worked and operated by order of the County Court of Pitt-
sylvania County and which road and easement was taken into 
· the State Highway System of the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
and that the complainant has established the center line of 
the original Franklin, Pittsylvania and Botetourt Turnpike 
as coinciding with the present center line of Rout.e No. 41 Pro-
ject 1023-D, the Court is therefore of the opinion and doth 
adjudge, order and decree that the Commonwealth of Virginia 
is entitled to and is vested with an easement along the said 
road of a width of 60 (sixty) f e~t from the . intersection of 
ltoute 41, Project 1023-D of the Department of Highways, for 
a distance of approximately 3 1/2 miles in a northwest direc-
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tion fr m the intersection of Bonte No. 29 and Route No. 41 
in Pit ylvania Connty. 
cept. 
And to all of which sajd decision, judgment and 
decree the defendants, jointly and severally, ex-
JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, K nnon C. Whittle, Judge of the Seventh·Judicial Cir-
cuit w o heard the foregoing declaratory judgment proceed-
ing st ed, James .A.. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner 
of Vir vnia,. v. Tke City of Danville, The ...4.nieric(]!n, Telephone 
om4 T legrapk CompanJ/, Waiter L. Brown ancl Lucy ...4.. 
Bro in the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania County, do certify 
that e f oreg~ing is a true and correct copy and report of 
all the evidence, motions and all other incidents in the pro-
ceedi s of the said cause, 'with the objections and exceptions 
of the espective parties as tl1erein set forth. 
As t the original exhibits introduced in evidence, as shown 
by the foregoing report, to-wit: · 
laintifl''s exhibit, marked Exhibit A. 
laintiff's exhibit, marked Exhibit B. 
Bo being transcripts of Acts of the General Assembly of 
Virgin a, and provided merely for the convenience of the trial 
court., · t is agreed by counsel for all parties that they shall 
not be ransmitted to the Supreme Court of Appeals as a part 
of the ecord on appeal. 
As the original exhibits introduced in evidence, as shown 
by the foregoing report, to-wit: 
laintiff's exhibit marked Owen Exhibit #1-a map. 
laintiff's exhibit, marked Owen Exhibit ·#2,-a map. 
lainti:ff''s exhibit, marked Owen Exhibit #3--a map. 
4-- laintiff 's exhibit marked Owen Exhibit #4-a survey 
by C. . Malcomb. · 
· 5-Plaintiif 's exhibit marked Owen Exhibit #1 
page 2 ~ -Norfolk·and Western Railway Company's map. 
6-Def end ants' exhibit marked defendants Ex-
la photograph. 
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7-Defendants' exhibit marked Defendants' Exhibit #2-
a photograph. 
8-Defendants' Exhibit marked Defendants' Exhibit ·#3--
a photograph. 
9-Def endants' exhibit marked Defendants' Exhibit #4--
a photograph. 
lQ_:...Defendants' exhibit marked Defendants' Exhibit #5-
a photograph. 
11-Defendants' exhibit marked Defendants' Exhibit :#6 
-a map. 
Whic.h have· been initialed by me for the purpose of identi-
fication, it is agreed by all parties that they shall be trans-
mitted to the Supreme Court of Appeals as a . part of the 
record on appeal in lieu of certifying to the Court copies of 
said exhibits. 
And I further certify that the Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
had reasonable notice, in writing, given by counsel for the De-
fendants, of the time and place when the foregoing report of 
testimony, exhibits, exceptions and other incidents to the pro-
eeeding would be presented to the undersigned for signature 
and authentication. 
-Given under my hand this 3oth ,day of Aug11st, 1948. 
page 83} 
KENNON C. WHITTLE, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of Pittsylvania 
County, Virginia . 
.CLERK'S CERTIFICATE. 
. I, E. E. Friend, Clerk of the Circuit .Court of Pittsylvania 
County, Virginia, do certify that the foregoing is a true tran-
script of so much of the record and judicial proceedings of 
said Court as I have been directed to copy in a certain de-
olaratory judgment proceeding wherein James A. Anderson, 
State Higlvway Commissioner of Virginia was the plaintiff 
and is now the respondent, and The City of Danville, The 
American Telephone and Telegraph Oo'YYllpany, Walter L. 
Brown and Liwy A. Brown were Defendants and are now the 
petitioners. 
And I furth~r certify that the petitioners have filed with 
me a written notice to the r~spondent of their intention to 
apply for a transcript of said record, which notice was ac-
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cepted b counsel for the respondent on the 27th day of 
August, 948. · . 
Given under my hand this 2d day of September, 1948. 
E. E. FRIEND, :Clerk. 
Clerk s fee for copy of the record, $5.00. 
A ,Co ry Teste : . 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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